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PREFACE 
The theory of suhmanifolds of a Kaehler manifold (or for that matter 
of any almost complex manifold with a Hermitian metric) presents an inter-
esting geometry as its almost complex structure transforms a vector into a 
vector perpendicular to it, which naturally give rise to three special classes 
of suhmanifolds viz. holomorphic or invariant suhmanifolds (also known as 
almost complex suhmanifolds), totally real or anti-invariant suhmanifolds 
and slant suhmanifolds. In the first case the tangent space of suhmanifolds 
remain invariant under the action of J and in the second case it goes to the 
normal space under the action of J. 
In 1978 A .Bejancu introduced the notion of Ci?-suhmanifolds of a Kaehler 
manifold which generalizes holomorphic as well as totally real suhmanifolds 
in the sense that they hecome particular cases of Ci?-suhmanifolds. A real 
submanifold M of an almost Hermitian manifold is called Ci?-suhmanifold 
if there exists a differentiable distrihution V on M satisfying (i) JDx = -Dx 
and (u) J{D^) C T^{M) for each x G M, where V-^ is the complimentary 
orthogonal distrihution to V. 
C/?-submanifolds are an active area of research for the past thirty years 
and play an important role in many diverse areas of differential geometry, rel-
ativity as well as in the mechanics [3], [12]. Integrability of the distributions 
give rise to the notion of Ci?-product suhmanifolds which are those CR-
submanifolds that are totally Riemannian product of leaves of V and V-^. A 
lot of research has been done on C/l-product suhmanifolds and characteriza-
tions are found for a C/?-submanifold to become a Ci?-product submanifold 
(cf. [14], [18], [24]). Moreover, it is proved that there do not exist non trivial 
Ci?-products in hyperbolic spaces [46]. It was also found that S^ does not 
admit non trivial Ci2-product suhmanifolds [46]. 
Bishop and O'Niell [6] in 1969 introduced warped product manifold as a 
generaUzation to Riemannian product manifolds. Easiest examples of warped 
product manifolds are surfaces of revolution. The study of warped products 
got impetus when B.Y.Chen studied warped product C/?-submanifolds of a 
Kaehler manifold [15], [16]. After the impulse given by B.Y.Chen [15], [16], 
the study of warped product Ci?-submanifolds in Kaehler manifolds was ex-
tensively done only since 2001. 
Singly warped products or simply warped products were first introduced 
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n 
by Bishop and O'Niell [6] in 1969, in order to construct Riemannian mani-
folds with negative sectional curvature. In general, doubly warped products 
can be considered as generalization of singly warped products. 
The warped and doubly warped product submanifolds form the main 
theme of this dissertation. 
The dissertation comprises of four chapters and each chapter is divided 
into various sections. The mathematical relations obtained in the text have 
been labeled with double decimal numbering. The first figm:e denotes the 
chapter number, second represents the sections and the third point out the 
number of the definition, remark, (xpiation, proposition, corollary or the the-
orem, as the case may be. For example. Theorem 1.2.3 refers to third theorem 
of s(;cond section in the first chapter. 
The first chapter is introductory and contains those definition and re-
sults which are needed for the subsequent chapters. Moreover, this serves the 
purpose of making the dissertation as the terminology for the forthcoming 
chapters. 
Chapter 2 deals with the warped product CJ?-submanifolds of Kaehler 
and nearly Kaehler manifolds. The warped product Ci?-submanifolds can 
be defined in two ways (z) Nj XfN_i and (n) N_i Xf Ny. In the first case, 
it was found that they are not different from the Ci?-product submanifolds 
[15]. We have a general inequality in Ci2-warped product submanifolds of 
Kaehler manifolds and we also discuss an example for the existence of CR-
warped product submanifolds Nr XfN± in nearly Kaehler manifolds. In the 
last section, we discuss the generalization of results of B.Y.Chen [15], [16] 
and Sahin [47] given in previous sections of this chapter. Further K.A.Khan, 
Shahid All and Nargis have extended this study to generic warped product 
submanifolds in Keahler manifolds. 
In chapter 3 we pay our attention to warped product Ci?-submanifolds, 
Ci?-warped product submanifolds and doubly warped product Ci2-submanif-
olds in locally conformal Kaehler manifolds. We study a general inequality 
for CJ?-warped product submanfifolds in o-n l.c.K. manifold, we see that some 
anti-holomorphic Ci2-warped product submanifolds satisfying a certain con-
dition in an l.c.K. manifold, satisfy the equhty and in proper C^R-warped 
product submanifolds, its holomorphic submanifold in an l.c.K. space form 
is also an l.c.K. space form and its totally real submanifold is a real space 
form. In this chapter, we disciiss a lot of essential and interesting properties 
iii 
of these submanifolds. 
The last chapter deals with the analogue of warped and doubly warped 
product contact Ci2-submanifolds in trans-Sasakian manifolds and also we 
study semi-slant submanifolds in trans-Sasakian manifolds. First we discuss 
the integrability conditions of the distributions on semi-slant submanifolds 
and study the geometry of the leaves of these submanifolds, where it was 
found that V ® V^ is never integrable. We also discuss the existence of 
warped product contact Ci?-submanifolds and the non-existence of doubly 
warped product contact Ci?-submanifolds in trans-Sasakian manifolds. We 
have discussed an oxampk^ in this chai)tor showing that the warped product 
contact Ci?-submanifold of Kenmotsu manifold do exist. 
In the end we have given a bibliography which by no mean is exhaustive, 
but contains only those references which are referred in the text. 
IV 
CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Introduct ion 
The main objective of this introductory chapter is to discuss some basic con-
cepts, preliminury notions and some fundamental results that are required for the 
development of the subject in the dissertation. We also discuss manifolds admitting 
different structures, space forms, theory of submanifolds, invariant and anti invariant 
submauifolds of complex and almost complex manifolds briefly. Although most of 
these results are readily available in research article and some in standard books e.g., 
Nomizu and Kobayshi [25], D.E.Blair [9], Yano [48], B.Y.Chen [12], A.Bejancu [3], we 
have collected them here for ready references and to set up our terminology. 
1.2. Structures on C°°-Manifolds 
We can explain the geometry of a different lable manifold by knowing a Rie-
mannian metric on it. Further refined informations can be had by knowing additional 
structures on the manifold, for example, almost complex, almost Kaehler, nearly 
Kaehler and almost contact structures etc., ([21], [22]). In this section, we briefly 
discuss some of these structures. 
By a Riemannian metric ^ on a manifold M, we mean a map g : p —> Qp, where 
Qp is a positive definite inner product on Tp{M). We require this map to be smooth 
in the sense that the function 
is smooth for all i,j on any chart {U,x) on M. On a paracompact manifold there 
(!xists a smooth Riemannian metric g. 
For a Riemannian manifold {M,g) with a unique connection V, the Koszul for-
mula is given by 
2g{VxY,Z) = Xg{Y,Z) + Yg{Z,X) - Zg{X,Y) + g{[X,YiZ) - g{[Y,ZiX) 
+ g{[Z,XiY). (1.2.1) 
In what follows, we shall take a differentiable manifold which is connected and 
paracompact, so that it can always be endowed with a Riemannian metric g and a 
Riemannian connection V 
An almost complex structure on a real differentiable manifold M is a (l,l)-tensor 
field J which is at every point p e M, an endomorphism of the tangent space Tp{M) 
such that J^ = —I, where / is the identity transformation. A manifold with a fixed 
almost complex structure is called an almost complex manifold. On an almost complex 
manifold, there always exists a Riemannian metric g invariant by the almost complex 
structure J le , satisfying 
g{JU,JV) = g{U,V) (1.2 2) 
for all U,V e T{M), where T{M) is the tangent bundle of M By virtue of (1 2 2), (7 
is called a Hermitian metric An almost complex manifold (resp a complex manifold) 
equipped with a Hermitian metric is called an almost Hermitian manifold (resp a 
Hermitian manifold) 
Analogous to the almost complex structure J, there is defined a fundamental 
2-form which plays an important role in the geometry as well as in the mechanics on 
the manifold [32] We describe it as follows 
Let $ denote the fundamental 2-form associated with the Hermitian metric g on 
M le , 
^U,V)=g{U,JV) (12 3j 
for all vectors U, V in T{M) Since g is invariant under J so is $ 1 e , 
<P{JU,JV) = ^(U,V) (12 4) 
Definition 1.2.1. A symplectic form of dimension n on a real vector space V is a 
non degenerate exterior 2-form $ of rank n If V admits a symplectic form $, then we 
say that $ defines a symplectu structure on V or that (V,^) is a symplectic vector 
space 
A symplectic structure on a manifold M is defined by a choice of a differentiable 
2-form $ satisfying following two conditions 
(1) For all p e M, ^p is non degenerate, 
(2) $ is closed 1 e , rf$=0 
The almost complex structure J is not parallel in general with respect to the 
Riemannian connection V on M, defined by the Hermitian metric g In fact, we have 
the following formula 
Mi^uJ)V, W) = 6d^U, JV, JW) - Gd^iU, V, W) + g{N(V, W), JU), (1 2 5) 
where A'' is the Nijenhuis tensor of J, defined by 
N{U, V) = 2{{JU, JV] - [U, V] - J[U, JV] - J[JU, V]). (1.2.6) 
It is easy to verify that A'' satisfies 
N{JU, V) = N{U, JV) = -JN{U, V). (1.2.7) 
It is well known that vanishing of the tensor N{U, V) is the necessary and suffi-
cient condition for an almost complex manifold to be a complex manifold [22]. 
If we extend the Riomaniiian connection V to be a derivative on the tensor algebra 
of M, then wo have the following formulae 
{VuJ)V = VuJV - JVuV, (1.2.8) 
{Vu^){V,W)=g{{VuJ),W). (1.2.9) 
We define a Kaehler manifold by using the fundamental 2-form $, almost com-
plex structure J and the Riemannian metric g as follows: 
Definition 1.2.2. A Hermitian metric on an almost complex manifold is called a 
Kaehler metric if the fundamental 2-form <E> is closed. A complex manifold equipped 
with a Kaehler metric is called a Kaehler manifold. In other words, an almost complex 
manifold M is Kaehler if 
{VuJ)V = 0 (1.2.10) 
or equivalently, 
VuJV = JVuV 
for all U, V in T{M). The connection V on M is said to be a Kaehler connection. 
A Hermitian manifold M is said to be nearly Kaehler if 
{VuJ)V + {VvJ)U = •) 
for all U, V in T{M) and is almost Kaehler if 
{VuJ)U + {VjuJ)JU = 0 
for all U in T{M). 
For the relation among these classes, let us denote by K, AK, NK and H the 
classes of Kaehler, almost Kaehler, nearly Kaehler and Hermitian manifolds respec-
tively. Then it can be easily seen that 
K C AK 
in and KCH, K = AKnNK. 
NK 
Figure (1.2.1) 
Remark 1.2.1. It is clear that every Kaehler manifold is nearly Kaeliler, but con-
verse need not be true in general. 
For tli(^  NijcMihuis tcMisor A^  of ,7 in nearly Kaehler manifold, we have 
Proposition 1.2.1. Let M b(> a nearly Kaehler manifold. Then the Nijenhuis tensor 
A^  of J is given by 
y{u,v) = 4j{VvJ)u 
forany [/, Kin r ( M ) . 
Definition 1.2.3. A Kaehler manifold M of constant holomorphic sectional curva-
ture is called a complex space form. It is denoted by M{c). 
The curvature tensor R of M{c) is given by 
R{U, V)W = - {f;(K W)U - g{U, W)V + giJV, W)JU - g{JU, W)JV 
+2g{U,JV)JW} (1.2.11) 
for any vector fields U,V,W tangent to M. 
We now discuss some examples of Kaehler and nearly Kaehler manifolds. 
Example 1.2.1. Consider the complex n-space C" with the metric 
n 
The fundamental 2-form $ in this case is given by 
n 
$ = -i^^dz' Ndz?. 
i=i 
Clearly, $ is closed and so the metric defines a Kaehlerian structure on C". Thus, C" 
is a complete, flat Kaehlerian manifold. 
Example 1.2.2. Lot CP" hv. the complex projective space with homogeneous co-
ordinates z\z^,z\ z". The complex quadratic Q""^ is a complex hypersurface of 
C P " defined by the equation 
{z''f + {z'f + (^")^ = 0. 
Then, Q^'^ is a Kaehlerian manifold. 
Example 1.2.3. S^ with usual almost complex structure is nearly Kaehler but not 
Ka(;hler [46). 
Let M be a (2'n + l)-dimeusional (i.e., odd dimensional) differentiable manifold. 
A triplet (</>, ^,r/) is said to be an almost contact structure on M, where <jl) is a (1,1)-
tensor field on M, ^ is a vector field on M and r; is a 1-form such that 
0 ' ^ = - / - f r / ® . e and 7/(0 = 1, (1.2.12) 
where / is the identity map on M. The vector fi(^ld (^  is known as th(^  structure vectoi 
field and 1-form 7] is the dual of ^. A manifold M equipped with the almost contact 
structure (0,^,??) is said to be an almost contact manifold. The condition (1.2.12) 
imply that 
0^ = 0 and T]o(j)^0. (1.2.13) 
Now suppose, there is given a Riemannian metric tensor field g on M which 
satisfies 
g{<l>U, (t>V) = g{U, V) - r]{U)v{V) (1.2.14) 
for any vector fields U,V in T{M). Then the structure ((t>,^,r),g) is said to be an 
almost contact metric structure on M. In this case, it is easy to check that 
9{U,0 = V{U) (1.2.15) 
for any vector field U in T{M). 
An almost contact metric structure is called a contact metric structure if 
dr] = $, 
where $ is a fundamental 2-form defined by 
HU,V)=^g{U,<l>V). 
In this case for any vector field U in T{M), we have 
Vu^ = -4>U-(l>hU, (1.2.16) 
5 
where h = |i$</>, L(^(j) being the Lie derivative of <j) with respect to ^. The operator h 
satisfies 
g[hU,V) = g{UJiV) , (j) o h ^-h o (j). (1.2.17) 
By a Sasakiaii maiiilold, we mean a contact metric manifold which is normal i.e., 
5^ + 2d7?®e = 0, (1.2.18) 
where S^ is the Nijenhuis tensor of (f). 
1.3, Submanifolds 
If an n-diinensional differentiable manifold M admits an immersion 
into an m-dimensional differentiable manifold M, then M is said to be a submanifold 
of M. Obviously n <m. 
If M is a Riemannian manifold with a Riemannian metric g, then M also admits 
a Riemannian metric induced from M which is denoted by the same symbol g. The 
immersion / is said to be an isometric iir^mersion if the differentiable map 
f.:T{M)^T[M) 
preserves the Riemannian metric i.e., for U,V £ T(M), 
gif.UJ.V) = g{U,V). (1.3.1) 
For every point p e M, the tangent space Tf^p)(M) of M admits the following 
decomposition 
7>(p)(M) = 7;(M)eTp^(M), 
where Tp{M) is the tangent space of M at p and T^{M) is the orthogonal compliment 
of Tp(M) in Tf{p){M) consisting of all vectors normal to M. 
The Riemannian connection V of M induces canonically the connection V and V-^  
on T{M) and T-^{M) respectively, governed by the Gauss and Wiengarten formulae, 
viz, 
\/uV=VuV + hiU,V), (1.3.2) 
V„N=-A^U+Vi]N (1.3.3) 
for any tangent vector fields U,V on M and N eT^{M). h and A^ are called second 
fundamental form and shape operator respectively and are related by 
g{h{U,V),N) = g{ANU,V). (1.3.4) 
For the second fundamental form /i, we define the covariant differentiation Vh 
with respect to the connection in T{M) ® T-^{M) by 
{Vuh){V, W) = V^h{V, W) - h{VuV, W) - h{V, VyW) (1.3.5) 
for any vector fields U, V and W tangent to M. 
Using Gauss and Wiengarten formula-", we obtain the following celebrated equa-
tions due to Gauss, Coddazi and Ricci [12]. 
R{U, V; W, Z) = R{U, V, W, Z) + g{h{U, Z), h{V, W)) - g{h{U, W), h{V, Z)), (1.3.6) 
R{{U,V)W)^ = {Vuh){V,W) - (VvhmW), (1.3.7) 
RiU, V;Ni,N2) = R^iU, V, jV,,iVa) -giJA;, , , AN,]U, V) (1.3.8) 
for any vector fields t/, V, W, Z tangent to M and Ai^ i, N2 are vector fields normal 
to M. In (1.3.7), {R{U, V)W)^ denotes the normal component of R{U, V)W and R^ 
is the curvature tensor of the normal connection V. 
1.4. Some Special Submanifolds 
Looking into the Guass formula, wo can easily classify the submanifolds, puttinj^ 
conditions on h as follows: 
Definition 1.4.1 [12]. A submanifold M of a Riemannian manifold M is said to be 
a totally geodesic submanifold if the second fundamental form h is identically zero on 
M i.e., /i = 0. 
Definition 1.4.2 [12]. A submanifold M of a Riemannian manifold M is said to be 
a totally umbilical submanifold of M if its second fundamental form h satisfies 
h{U,V)=g{U,V)H, 
where H = -{trace of h) is called the mean curvature vector and the squared norm 
of second fundamental form h is defined as 
n 
2 
= Yl3{h{ei,ej),h{ei,ej)). (1.4.1) 
Definition 1.4.3 [12]. A submanifold M is called minimal if the mean curvature 
vector vanishes identically i.e., / /=0 . 
Remeirk 1.4.1. A minimal totally umbilical submanifold is totally geodesic subman-
ifold. 
Definition 1.4.4. The vector sub-bundle /i of the normal bundle T-^(M) is said to 
be parallel (in the normal bundle) if 
for any U G T{M) and any local cross-section N in fi. 
On an almost Hermitian manifold M, 
g{JU,.JV)=--g{U,V) 
for any vector fields U,V in T{M). In other words 
g{JU,U) = 0 
i.e., JU-LU for each tangent vector field U on M. 
Hence, for a submanifold M of M ii U e Tp{M), JU may or may not belong 
to Tp(M). Thus, action of the almost complex structure J on the tangent vectors of 
the submanifold of the almost Hermitian manifold gives rise to its classification into 
invariant and anti-invariant submanifolds. These are defined as follows: 
Definition 1.4.5 [41]. A submanifold of M an almost Hermitian manifold M is said 
to be invariant (or holomorphic) if 
J{T,{M)) C T,{M) 
for all p e M. 
Definition 1.4.6 [48]. A submanifold M of an almost Hermitian manifold M is said 
to be anti-invariant (or totally real) if 
J{T,{M)) C T^^{M) 
for all p e M. 
Remark 1.4.2. M is a holomorphic submanifold of M if for any nonzero vector U 
tangent to M at any point p e M, the angle between JU and the tangent space 
Tp{M) is equal to zero, whereas M is totally real if and only if for any non zero tan-
gent vector UinM at any point p € M, the angle between JU and Tp{M) is equal 7r/2. 
In 1978, A.Bejancu ([1], [2j) considered a new class of submanifolds of an al-
most Hermitian manifold of which the above classes namely invariant and totallv 
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real submanifolds are particular cases and named this class of submanifolds as CR-
submanifolds that is, a C/?-submanifold provides a single setting to study the invanarr 
and anti-invariant submanifolds of an almost Hermitian manifold. 
Let M bo an almost Hermitian manifold with an almost complex structure .7 
and Hermitian metric g and M be a Riemannian submanifold immersed in M. At 
each point p G M, let Vp be the maximal holomorphic subspace of the tangent space 
7;(M) i.e., 
V,, - T„{M) n JT„{M). 
If the dimension of T>p is same for all p 6 M, we get a holomorphic distribution V on 
M. 
Definition 1.4.7. A Riemannian submanifold M is said to be a C/?-submanifold of 
an almost Hermitian manifold M if there exists a holomorphic distribution I? on M 
such that its orthogonal comphmentary distribution P-*- is totally real i.e., 
for all p e M. 
Clearly every real hypersurface M of an almost Hermitian manifold is a CR-
submanifold, if dim(M) > 1. 
Remsirk 1.4.3. It is clear from the above definition that the dimension oiV is always 
even and JV-^ is a sub-bundle of T-^{M), the normal bundle spHts as 
where // is the compUment of JV-^ in T-^{M) and /i is invariant under J. 
Note, Throughout the dissertation M denotes a submanifold of the ambient space 
M, unless mentioned otherwise. 
Definition 1.4.8. A C/?-subraanifold M is called anti-holomorphic submanifold if 
for all p e M. 
Definition 1.4.9. A Ci?-submanifold M is said to be proper if neither V nor V^ = 0. 
Obviously if D = 0, then M is totally real submanifold and if X>-L=0, then M is holo-
morphic submanifold. 
Definition I.^.IO. A Ci?-submanifold M is called a Ci?-product if it is locally a Rie-
mannian product of a holomorphic submanifold A'^ T and a totally real submanifold /Vj . 
From the above definition, it is obvious that on a Ci?-product submanifold, the 
leaves of V and V^ are totally geodesic in M and vice-versa. 
We know that the loaves of a distribution P on a manifold M are totally geodesic 
in M if and only if 
VxY eV 
for all X, y e P . 
Thus, in the setting of C/?-submanifold of an almost Hermitian manifold, the 
leaves of V are totally geodesic in M if and only if 
VxY^T) (1.4.2) 
for all X, y G "D v/hich is equivalent to the condition 
for a l l X e P a n d W eV^. 
Similarly, for the totally geodesicness of the leaves of V^, the conditions 
VzW^V^, (1.4.4) 
VzXeV (1.4.5) 
for all X mV and Z, W mV-^, are equivalent. 
Now, we dicuss the condition of the totally geodesicness of the leaves of V. 
Lemma 1.4.1 [14]. The leaves of the holomorphic distribution P on a C/Z-submanifold 
M of a Kaehler manifold M arc totally geodesic in M if and only if 
gihiV,V),.W^) = 0. (1.4.6) 
For the integrability of the distribution X>-^ , wj need the following lemma 
Lemma 1.4.2 [14]. Let M be a C/iI-submanifold of a Kaehler manifold M. Then 
giVuZ,X)=g(JAjzU,X), (1.4.7) 
AjzW = AjwZ (1.4.8) 
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for all X in P and Z,WmV^. 
From the definition 1.4.10, a C/?-subnianifold is a C'/?-product if and only it tlie 
leaves of I> and V-^ are totally geodesic in M. Hence by combining (1.4.2) and (1.4.5), 
we conclude that a Ci?-submanifold of an almost Hermitian manifold is a Ci?-product 
if and only if 
VuX e V (1.4.9) 
for all U € T{M). 
Similarly, by combining (1.4.3) and (1.4.4), it is concluded that a Ci?-submanifold 
is a CH-producc if and only if 
VuZeV^. (1.4.10) 
Conditions (1.4.9) and (1.4.10) are equivalent because 
(/(V(;X,Z) = 0 ^ ^(X,Vt/Z) = 0. 
Next we have, 
Theorem 1.4.1 [14]. A Ci?-submanifold of a Kaehler manifold is a Ci?-product if 
and only if 
AjT,^V = Q. (1.4.11) 
The generalization of Riemannian products namely warped product is defined as 
follows: 
Definition 1.4.11 [15]. Let {B^QB) and [F^gp) be two Riemannian manifolds with 
Riemannian metrics QB and QF respectively and / be a positive difFerentiable function 
on B. The warped product of B and F is the Riemannian manifold 
BXfF = {BxF,g), 
where g = QB + Pgp-
More exphcitly, if U is tangent to M = B X/ F at (p, q), then 
\\U\\'=W,U\\' + f{p)\\di^2Ul 
where TT, {i — 1,2) are the canonical projections of B x F onto B and F respectively 
and the function / is known as th(> warping function. 
Definition 1.4.12 [41]. A doubly warped product {M,g) is a product manifold of 
the form M =f Bx^F with the metric g = pgB 0 b'^gp, where b : B —>• (0, oo) and 
/ •  F —> (0, oo) are smooth maps and gB, gp are the metrics on the Riemannian 
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manifolds S aid F respectively. If either fe = 1 or / = 1 but not both, then we get 
a (single) warped product. If both 6 = 1 and / = 1, then we have a product man-
ifold. If neither b nor / is constant, then we have a non trivial doubly warped product. 
If X G x(-B) and Z G x{F), then the Levi-Civita connection is 
VxZ = {Zlnf)X + X{lnb)Z. (1.4.12) 
Bishop and O'Niell [6] obtained the following lemma which provides some basic 
formulae on warped product manifolds. 
Lemma 1.4.3 [6]. Let M = 5 X; F be a warped product manifold. If X, F G T{B) 
and y , V F G r ( F ) , then 
(i) VxY G T(B), 
(n) VxV = VvX = ( — j V, 
(m) noT{VvW) = - ^ l l ^ ^ y / , 
where noT{VvW) is the component of VyM^ in T{B) and V / is the gradient vector 
field of the warping function / and is defined as 
9{Vf,U) = Uf (1.4.13) 
for all U G T{M). 
From (n) of above lemma, we can see that 
VuV = VvU=iUlnf)V (1.4.14) 
for any vector field U tangent to B and V tangent to F. 
For any vector field U tangent to M, we can decompose JU as 
JU = PU + FU, (1.4.15) 
where PU and FU are the tangential and normal components of JU respectively. 
Then P is an endomorphism of the tangent bundle T{M) and F is the normal bundle 
valued 1-form on T{M). 
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Similarly, for any vector field N normal to M, if we put 
JN = tN + fN, (1.4.16) 
where tN and fN are the tangential and normal components of JN respectively, then 
/ can be treated as an endomorphism of the normal bundle T^{M) and t, a tangent 
bundle valued 1-form on T-^{M) with kernel as JV-^ and /i respectively. 
The covariant differentiation of the operators P, F, t and / are defined respec-
tively as 
{VuP)V = VuPV - PVuV, (1.4.17) 
{VvF)V = VijFV -FVuV, (1.4.18) 
{Vut)N = VntN - iVJ-jN, (1.4.19) 
{Vuf)N = Vy/iV - fVijN. (1.4.20) 
However, on a submanifold M oi an almost contact manifold (M, (j), <^ , //) for 
any U € T{M), we also denote the tangential and normal components of (/)[/ by PU 
and FU respectively. Similarly, the tangential and normal components of (pN for 
N e T-^{M) are denoted by tN and fN respectively i.e., we write 
(j)U = PU + FU (1.4.21) 
and 
(t>N = tN + fN. (1.4.22) 
The covariant differentiation of the operators P, F, t and / are defined in the same 
manner as in equations (1.4.17) to (1.4.20). 
K.A.Khan, V.A.Khan and S.I.Husain [24] considered the tensors P and Q to 
obtain integrability conditions of the canonical distributions V and V-^ on a CR-
submanifold of an almost Hermitian manifold. They also studied the geometrical 
properties of the leaves of the distributions using these tensors. 
Let M be an almost Hermitian manifold and il/ be a Ci?-submanifold of M. 
Then for any U, V in T{M), we have 
(VuJ)V = VuJV - JVuV. 
Making use of Gauss and Weingarten formulae and equations (1.4.15) and (1.4.16), 
the above equation takes the form 
{VuJ)V = iVuP)V - AFVU - tfi{U, V) + {VuF)V + h{U, PV) - fk{U, V). 
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Furthermore, for any U,V e T{M), let us decompose ( V y J ) ^ mto tangential 
and normal parts as 
{VuJ)V = PuV + QuV. (1 4 23) 
Now comparmg the tangential and normal parts of {VuJ)V m the above equation 
VuV = (V(/P)K - AFVU - th{U, V), (1.4.24) 
Q^V = {VvF)V + h{U, PV) - fh{U, V) (1.4 25) 
Similarly, for N e T-^{M) denoting by VuN and QuN respectively, the tangential 
and normal paits of (Vf;J), we get 
VuN ^ {Vut)N + PA!,U - AfNU, (14.26) 
QuN^iVuf)N + h{tN,U) + fANU. (14 27) 
The following properties of V and Q are used m our subsequent sections of different 
chapters, 
(pi) (z) Vu+vW = VuW + VvW, (it) Qu^vW = QuW + QyW 
(P2) (i) Vu{V + W) ^ VuV + VuW, ill) Qu{V + W) = QuV+QuW. 
iP3) (i) g{VuV,W) = -g{V,VuW), (n) g{QuV,0 = -g{V,VuO 
(P4) VuJV+QuJV = -J{VuV + QuV). 
Definition 1.4.13 [13]. A submanifold M of an almost Hermitian manifold M is 
said to be a generic submanifold if the maximal holomorphic subspace 
p , = r , ( M ) n j T , ( M ) 
has a constant dimension for each x E M and it defines a differentiable distribution 
on M. In this case the tangent space Tx{M) of M at each point x € M is decomposed 
as 
Here, V^ is the orthogonal compliment of the holomorphic subspace V^ and is not 
necessarily totally real as was in the case of Ci2-submanifold. For this reason generic 
submanifold is a generalized version of C7?-submanifold. The distribution P-"- on a 
generic submani old is known as purely real distribution. 
Now in view of the Remark 1.4.2, we have a third important class of submanifold 
of an almost Hermitian manifold (In particular of a Kaehler manifold), called slant 
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submanifolds. 
A slant suhmanifold is defined as submanifold of M such that for any non zero 
vector U E Tj,{M), the tangent angle 6{U) between JU and the tangent space Tx{M) 
is constant (which is independent of the choice of the point x e M and choice of th(> 
tangent vector U e Tj:{M)). It is clear that holomorphic and totally real submanifolds 
are special classes of slant submanifolds. A slant submanifold is called proper if it is 
neither holomorphic nor totally real submanifold. 
If M is a slant submanifold of an almost Hermitian manifold M, we have (cf., [19]) 
p'^ = -cos''{e) I, (1.4.28) 
where / is identity map and 0 is the writinger angle of M in M. Hence, we have 
giPU, PV) - cof^'O g{U, V), (1.4.29) 
g{FU, FV) = sin^e g{U, V) (1.4.30) 
for all U, V tangent to M. A natural generalization of Ci?-submanifolds in terms of 
slant distribution was given by N.Papaghiuc [45]. These submanifolds are known as 
semi-slant submanifolds. He defined these submanifolds as follows: 
Definition 1.4.14 [45]. A submanifold M of an almost Hermitian manifold is called 
a semi-slant submanifold if it is endowed with two orthogonal complimentary distri-
butions V and V^ such that D is holomorphic and V^ is slant i.e., the angle 0{X) 
between JX and Pf is constant for each X E V^. 
Hence, Ci?-submanifolds and slant submanifolds are semi-slant submanifolds with 
7r/2 and I> = {0} respectively. 
For 7r/2, the semi-slant submanifold is semi-invariant submanifold. On a semi-slant 
submanifold M, for any X € T{M), we may write 
X = P,X + P^X + rj{X)C (1.4.31) 
where PiX e V and P-iX 6 V". 
Applying (/>, (1.4.31) in view of (1.4.21) yields 
(l)X, = (j)P,X + TP2X 4 NP2X. (1.4.32) 
The differential geometry of semi-invariant or contact C/?-submanifolds as a gen-
eralization of invariant and anti-invariant submanifolds of an almost contact metric 
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manifold was initiated by A.Bejancu and N.Papaghiuc [4] followed by several geome-
ters. 
Throughout our dissertation, for a submanifold M of an almost contact metric 
manifold (M, 0,^, ?/,/;). we ahMini(> that the structure vcctoi held (^  i^  tangential lu 
the submanifold M and therefore the tangent bundle T{M) is decomposed as 
T{M) = V®<i> ®V^, 
where < ^ > is the one dimensional distribution on M spanned by structure vector 
field ^. 
Definition 1.4.15. A submanifold M of an almost contact metric manifold M is 
said to be a contact Ci?-submanifold (or semi-invariant submanifold) if there exists a 
pair of orthogonal distributions {V.V^) satisfying the conditions; 
(1) T{M) =V®V^®<^>, 
(2) The distribution V is invariant by 0 i.e., 0Px =T^x, x e M, 
(3) The distribution V^ is anti-invariant i.e., (j)!)^ C T^{M), x e M. 
It follows that normal bundle splits as 
T^{M)^(j)V^®H, (1.4.33) 
where /x is invariant sub-bundle of T-^{M). If P = {0} (resp. V^ = {0}), then M is 
said to be an anti-invariant (resp. invariant) submanifold. We say that M is proper 
contact Ci?-submanifold (or semi-invariant submanifold) if it is neither invariant nor 
anti-invariant. 
Remark 1.4.4. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of an almost contact metric 
manifold M. Then we have 
(1) For any U € T{M), PU G V and FU G 0P-^, 
(2) For any A^  e T^{M), tN e V^ and fN G fi. 
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CHAPTER 2 
WARPED PRODUCT Ci?-SUBMANIFOLDS IN 
KAEHLER AND NEARLY KAEHLER 
MANIFOLDS 
2.1. Introduction 
In 1969, Bishop and O'Neill introduced the notion of warped product manifolds 
[6]. These manifolds are generalization of Riemannian product manifolds and occurs 
naturally, e.g., surfaces of revolution are warped product manifolds. In fact, spheres 
and /?" \ {0} are also isometric to warped product manifolds. 
In this Chapter we study warped product C/?-submanifolds of Kaehler manifolds. 
The notion of C/?-warped product submanifolds (t the type A''i XfNj and A T^ X ; A J^. 
of a Kaehler manifold M, where Ny is an invariant and N± is an anti-invariant sub-
manifold of M, were introduced by B.Y.Chen [15] and studied by several others ([23], 
[26]). We also study the generalization of the results due to B.Y.Chen by K.A.Khan, 
V.A.Khan in nearly Kaehler setting et.al.[26]. The warped product submanifolds have 
attracted the attention of many researchers and many results on these submanifolds 
have been obtained recently [27]. 
In the last section of this chapter we discuss the generalization of the results of 
B.Y.Chen [15], [16] and Sahin [47]. They have shown that there are no proper warped 
product submanifolds of the type M = N Xj Nr and M = Nj X/N, where A''T is 
an invariant and A^  is any real non anti-invariant submanifold of a Kaehler manifold. 
Further, K.A.Khan, Ali S. and Nargis et.al.[28] have extended this study to generic 
warped product submanifolds of Kaehler manifolds. 
We now recall that if B and F are Riemannian manifolds and / > 0 be a smooth 
function on B, the warped product M ^ B Xf F is defined as the product manifold 
B X F with metric 
.9 = KidB) + ( / o 7ri)^7r2*(.9F), 
where TTI and TC2 are projections oi B x F onto B and F and QB and gp are metrics 
on B and F respectively. B is called the base of M = 5 X; F and F is the fiber. 
We shall express the geometry of M in terms of warping function and the geometries 
of B and F. In case of a semi-Riemannian product it is easy to see that the fibers 
pxF = TTf'(p) and the leaves Bxq = n^^q) are semi-Riemannian submanifolds of Af. 
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We now illustrate above definition by an example. 
Example 2.1.1. In spherical coordinates the line element of li^ \ {0} is given by 
ds^ = dr'^ + r^{de^ + sin^0d(l)^). 
Setting r — 1 gives the line element of the unit sphere 5"^ . Evidently, i?'' \ {0} is 
diffeomorphic to /?"•" x S'^ under the natural map {t.,p) •<->• tp. Thus, the formula for 
ds^ shows that R^ \ {0} can be identified with the warped product i?"^  x^ 5^, where 
r is the distance from origin Hence, the leaves are the rays from the origin and the 
fibers are the spheres ^^(r), r>0. 
Thus, /?••' \ {0} is naturally isometric to R+ x , 5". 
2.2. Warped Product C/?-Submanifolds and CR-Warped 
Product Submanifolds in Kaehler Manifolds 
The product submanifolds of the form M = iVx X; iVx in a Kaehler manifold 
M, where N± is totally real submanifold and A^T is a holomorphic submanifold of M. 
are known as warped product Ci?-submanifolds. First, we shall consider the warped 
product submanifolds of the form M — Nj^ Xf Nj oi a Kaehler manifold M and we 
see that proper warped product Ci?-submanifolds of a Kaehler manifold are trivial. 
Later, we shall consider warped products of the type A^T X / A i^ and discuss a char-
acterization for these kinds of Ci?-warped product submanifolds. B.Y.Chen [15] has 
shown in previous case that the warped product submanifolds are nothing but CR-
product submanifolds. To prove this, we need the following: 
Lemma 2.2.1 [6]. On a warped product manifold M = N± Xf Nj, we have 
VxZ = VzX = Z{lnf)X 
for each X 6 ^(A^T) and Z G T{Nx)-
Proof. Consider the vector fields X, Y in T{Nj) and Z in T{N_i), we have 
[X,Z]=0. 
Therefore, 
VxZ^VzX. 
Now, using (1.2.1) and the fact that Nj and TVi are orthogonal to each other, we get 
2g{VzX,Y) = Zg{X,Y) 
= Zfgj,,iX,Y) 
= 2f(Zf)gj,,{X,Y). 
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BecHusn. 
g{X, Y) = rM, (X, Y) + f'g^, (X, Y), (2.2.1) 
r ;(VzX,r) = y%v^(Z( /n / )X, r ) 
or, .9(VzX,y)=.9((Z/n/)X,K). 
Since, (jNi (X, y) = 0 
g{VzX - ZiInf)X, Y) - 0. (2.2.2) 
On the otl or hand, since M = N± Xj Nj is a warped product, N± is a totally 
geodesic submanifold of M. Thus we have 
g{VzX, W) = ~g{X, VzW) = 0. (2.2.3) 
Combining (2.2.2) and (2.2.3), we get 
g{VzX - Z{lnf)X, [/) = 0 (2.2.4) 
for any vector field U tangent on M, which implies that 
VxZ = VzX = Zilnf)X. 
Prom the proof of above lemma, it is easy to see that 
Corollary 2.2.1. Let M — N± xj Nj be a warped product manifold then 
(i) Nj_ is totally geodesic in M. 
(ii) Nj is totally umbilical in M. 
We now discuss the theorem given by B.Y.Chen [15] 
Theorem 2.2.1 [15]. If M = iVi X/ iVj is a warped product C/?-submanifold 
of a Kaehler manifold M such that A'^ x is a totally real submanifold and A'T i« a 
holomorphic submanifold of M. then M is a C/?-product. 
Proof. Let M = 7Vj_ X/A^T be a warped product Ci?-submanifold of a Kaehler 
manifold M such that Nj, is a totally real submanifold and A^T is a holomorphic 
submanifold of M. From the Corollary 2.2.1, we know that in this case, A i^ is a 
totally geodesic submanifold of M i.e., 
VzWe T{Nx) 
for any vector fields Z,W e T{N^). 
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I'siiij; lli('S(> l';i 'Is in (1.2.1), we g(>t 
g[[Z,W],Y)^'-0 (2.2.5] 
for any Z, W 6 T{N,) and V G r(A'i )• 
Moreover, \i Y ~= P and Z ^ 'if TT' f'^ '^" 
^-^^^^^iw''dl'<&'-)^' 
which shows that [V,Zj -= Q as the ^' and if' are constant with respect to y' and z-' 
respectively. 
Similarly, wo can obtain 
[y, H^ l = 0. (2.2,6) 
Using the above two relations in (1.2.1), we get 
2g{V,W,Y) = -Yg{Z,W) 
^ -Y[g^^{Z,\V)rf'g,,AZ.\V)] 
' Ygx iZ,\V) 
= 0 
which implies that VzW' e T{Nx). Thus for any vector fields Z, W on Nx and X 
on A''T, we have 
g{VzW,X)=0. (2.2.7) 
Since, the ambient space M is Kaehler, we have 
VzJW = JVzW. 
Using Gauss an! Weingarten formulas, we have 
-AjwZ + Vii.IW) = J{VzW) + Jh{Z,W). (2.2.8) 
Taking product with JX, we get 
g{-A.,wZ,.}X) + //(Vi(./Vl/),./X) g{.}{VzW),.JX) I g{Jk{Z,W),.JX), 
9{AjwZ,JX) = -g{VzW,X). (2.2.9) 
By combining (2.2.7) and (2.2.9), we obtain 
g{h{V,V^),JV^)~ 0. (2.2.10) 
On the other hand, from Lemma 2.2.1, we have 
VxZ = VzX ={Zlnf)X (2,2.11) 
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for any vector fields X in T{Nj) and Z in T{N±). Thus, if we denote by h^ and 
A^ the second fundamental form and the shape operator of A^T in M, then by using 
Gauss and Weingarten formulas, we have 
g{h^X,Y),Z) = giAlX,Y) 
= -g{VxZ,Y) 
=-Z{lnf)giX,Y) (2.2.12) 
for any vector fields X, Y on A^T and Z on T{N±). Hence, we get 
h-" {X, Y) = -Vilnf)g{X, Y), (2.2.13) 
where V{lnf) is the gradient of {Inf). From equation (2.2.13), Nj is a totally umbil-
ical submanifold of M. 
Let h denote the second fundamental form of Nj in the ambient space M. Then 
h{X,Y) = h''{X,Y) + h(X,Y) (2.2.14) 
for any X, Y tangent to Nj. 
By applying (2.2.13) and (2.2.14), we get 
gCh{X,X),Z) = -Z{lnf)giX,X). (2.2.15) 
Since, A''T is a holomorphic submanifold of M, we also have the following relation 
hiX, JY) = h{JX, Y) = Jh{X, Y). (2.2.16) 
Kence, by combining (2.2.15) and (2.2.16), we obtain 
g{h{X,X),Z) = -g(h[JX,JX),Z) = Z{lnf)g{X,X). (2.2.17) 
Equations (2.2.15) and (2.2.17) imply that Z{lnf) = 0. Therefore by (2.2.12) and 
(2.2.14), we get 
gih{X, Y),Z)= gih^X, Y), Z) (2.2.18) 
for any JC, V in X> and Z in P ^  
Hence, by (2.2.14), (2.2.16) and (2.2.18) 
g{h{X, r ) , JZ) = g(h[X, F) , JZ) = -g(h{X, JY), Z) = 0. 
Therefore, 
gihiV,V),JV^) = 0. (2.2.19) 
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Hence, (2.2.10) and (2.2.19) imply that 
Aj-pxV = 0. 
Therefore, by applying Theorem 1.4.1, we conclude that M — N_i x f Nj is & 
CR-product. 
Lemma 2.2.2 [15]. For a C'jR-warped product M = Nj Xf Nj_ in any Kaehler 
manifold M, we have 
(i) g{h{V,V),JV^) = 0, 
(u) VxZ = VzX = X{lnf)Z, 
(in) g(h{JX,Z),JW) = X{lnf)g{Z,W), 
{iv) VJiiJZ) = JVxZ, whenever h{V,V^) c JV^, 
(v) g{h{'D,V^),JV^) = 0 if and only ii M = Nj Xj N±, is a trivial CR-wdrped 
product in M, 
where X, Y are vector fields on A''T and Z, W on A^ x-
The following result due to [15] gives a characterization for a Ci?-submanifold to 
become a CH-warped product submanifold of a Kaehler manifold. 
Theorem 2.2.2 [15]. A proper Ci?-submanifold M of a Kaehler manifold M is 
locally a Ci?-warped product if and only if 
AjzX = {{JX)\)Z (2.2.20) 
for X e X> and Z e V^ and for some function A on M satisfying W\ = 0, where 
W eV^. 
Proof. If M is a Ci?-warped product Nj Xj N± in a Kaehler manifold M, then 
statement (i) and (ii) of Lemma 2.2.2 imply that 
AjzX = -{{JX) lnf)Z 
for each X G X> and Z G V^. 
Since / is a function on Nj, we also have 
W{lnf) = 0 
for all W eV^. 
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Conversely, assume that M is a proper Ci?-submanifold of a Kaehler manifold 
M satisfying 
AjzX = {iJX)X)Z (2.2.21) 
for X eV, Z e V^ and for some function A with W\ = Q,W eV^. Thus we have 
g{h{V,V),JV^) = 0. (2.2.22) 
It follows from (2.2.20), that the holomorphic distribution V is integrable and its 
leaves are totally geodesic in M. Also 
fj{{{.r'X)X)Z,W) - g{{i-X)X)Z,W) 
= giAjzJX,W) 
= g{-VjxJZ,W) 
= 9{JVjxZ,W). 
Therefore, 
-X{X)g{Z,W)=g{VjxZ,JW) 
= gih{JX,Z),JW). (2.2.23) 
On the other hand, from Lemma 2.2.1 and (2.2.23), we have 
g{VzX,W) = -g{VzW,X) 
= -g{JAjwZ,X) 
- g{h{JX,Z),JW) 
= -X{X)g{Z,W). (2.2.24) 
If we denote by V^, the connection and h-^ as the second fundamental form of 
A j^. in M, then 
g{X, VzW) - g{X, Vz^W) + g{X, h'-iZ, W)) 
or, <AX,VzW)^g{X,h^{Z,W)). 
From (2.2.24), 
g{X,h^{Z,W)) = ~X{X)g{Z,W) 
= -g{V{X),X) giZ,W) 
= -g{X,giZ,W)V{X)). (2.2.25) 
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On the other hand, since h-^{Z,W) is a vector normal to D-^  and tangential to 
M, 
g{Z',h^{Z,W)) = 0 (2.2.26) 
for any vector iicld Z'on P-"-. 
Combining (2.2.25) and (2.2.26), we get 
g{U,h^{Z,W)-g{Z,W)ViX)) = 0, 
li'iZ,W) - -<j{Z,W)V{\) (2.2.27) 
for X GX>and Z,W eV^. 
Using Weingarten formula, 
VWH^-AHW + V^^H 
for any vector field W tangent on A j^. and H normal on Nj_, we have 
g{VHW,X) = g{'7wH,X) 
= gi-AjjW,X)+g{ViyH,X) 
- g{W, VHX) = gi-AnW, X) + g{Vi^H, X). (2.2.28) 
Since, T> is totally geodesic in M, 
giW,VHX)^0. 
Hence, 
giV^H,X) = 0. (2.2.29) 
Also, 
gi'7^H,Z) = 0. (2.2.30) 
Since, Z is a vector field tangent on Nx and V^rH normal on N±, combining 
(2.2.29) and (2.2.30), we get 
giViyH,U) = 0 
V^H = 0. (2.2.31) 
Since, the totally real distribution T>^ of a Ci?-submanifold of a Kaehler manifold 
is always integrable, (2.2.27) and (2.2.21) imply that each leaf of P-^ is an extrinsic 
sphere in M i.e., a totally umbilical submanifold with parallel mean curvature vector. 
Thus, M is locally warped product Nj Xf Nx of a holomorphic submanifold and to-
tally real submanifold A^T of M, where Nj is a let ^ of D, A j^. is a leaf of T>x and / is 
a certain warping function (cf.,[14]). 
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2.3. A General Inequality for CH-Warped Product 
Submanifolds in Kaehler Manifolds 
In this section we shall discuss a general inequality for Ci?-warped product sub-
manifolds in a Kaehler manifold proved by B.Y. Chen [15]. 
Definition 2.3.1. For a real hyperspace M of a Kaehler manifold M with a unit 
normal vector field ^, the tangent vector field J( on M is called a characteristic vector 
field of M. 
Definition 2.3.2. A unit tangent vector F on M is called a principal vector if V is 
an eigen vector of the shape operator ^l^, the corresponding eigon value is called the 
principal curvature at V. 
We now state the following lemma given by B.Y.Chen [15] 
Lemma 2.3.1. Let Af be a C/?-submanifold of a Kaehler manifold M. Then we have 
(i) g{VuZ,X)^giJAjzU,X), 
{ii) AjzW = AjwZ, 
{iii) Aj^X — —Ai^JX 
for any vector field U tangent to M, X,Y eV; Z,W E V^ and N ev. 
Now, we discuss the following result for Ci?-warped products in Kaehler mani-
folds. 
Theorem 2.3.1 [15]. Let M — NT Xf N± be a CR-vf&vped product submanifold 
in a Kaehler manifold M . We have 
(i) The squared norm of the second fundamental form of M satisfies 
\\h\\'>2p\\V{lnf)\\', (2.3.1) 
where p is the dimension of A j^.. 
{ii) If the equahty sign of (2.3.1) holds identically, then Nj is a totally geodesic 
submanifold and A i^ is a totally umbilical submanifold of M. Moreover, M is a 
minimal submanifold in M. 
(Hi) When M is anti-holomorphic and p > 1, the equality sign of (2.3.1) holds iden-
tically if and only if N± is a totally umbilical submanifold of M. 
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{iv) If M is anti-holoiriorj)hi(; and p \, th(!n tlio equality sign of (2..3.1) liolds 
identically if and only if the characteristc vector field J^ of M is a principal 
vector field with zero as its principal curvature. (Note that in this case, M is 
a real hypersurface in M.) Also, in this case, the equality sign in (2.3.1) holds 
identically if and only if M is a minimal hypersurface in M. 
Proof . From Lemma 2.2.1, we have 
g{h{Z,JX),JZ) = X{lnf), (2.3.2) 
where Z is any unit vector in V^. 
Applying (2.3.2), we get inequality (2.3.1) immediately. 
For any vector fields X \n V and Z, W in P-*-, Lemma 1.4.2 and (1.3.4) imply 
Mint 
g{VwZ, X) = g{JAjzW, X) = -g{h{JX, W), JZ). (2.3.3) 
Hence, by using Lemma 2.2.1 and (2.3.3), we get 
g{VwZ,X) = -iXlnf)g{Z,W). (2.3.4) 
On the other hand, if we denote by h-^, the second fundamental form of Nx in 
M = Nj Xf N± we get 
g{h^{Z,W),X)=g{VwZ,X). (2.3.5) 
Combining (2.3.4) and (2.3.5), we get 
h^iZ, W) = -g(Z, W)V{lnf). (2.3.6) 
Now, assume that the equahty case of (2.3.1) holds, then we obtain from (2.3.2) 
that 
h{V,V)^0, h{V^,V^) = 0, h{V,V^)cJV^. (2.3.7) 
Since, A^T is a totally geodesic submanifold in M, the first condition in (2.3.7) 
implies that Nj is totally geodesic in M. 
On the other hand, (2.3.6) shows that A''^  is totally umbilical in M. Now, the 
second condition in (2.3.7) implies that Nx is also totally umbilical in M. Moreover, 
from (2.3.7), we know that M is minimal in M. 
Let us assume that M is an anti-holomorphic Ci?-warped product in M. Then 
from statement (i) of Lomma 2.2.2, we get 
h{V,V) = {). (2.3.8) 
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If Nx is totally umbilical in M, then there exists a normal vector field H of Nx in M 
such that the second fundamental form h of N± in M satisfies 
h{Z,W)-^g{Z,W)H (2.3.9) 
ioT Z,W tangent to N^. 
Since, 
/i(Z, Ty) = h^{Z, W) + h{Z, W). 
(2.3.9) implies that there is a normal vector field rj such that 
h{Z,W) = g{Z,W)r]. (2.3.10) 
Hence, for each unit vector W e V-^ and each Uxiit vector Z in T>^ perpendicular to 
W, we have, on using Lemma 2.3.1 
g{7j,JW) = g{h{W,Z),JW) 
= g(hiZ,W),JZ) 
= giZ, W) g{v, JZ) 
= 0. (2.3.11) 
Since, M is assumed to be anti-holomorphic, (2.3.11) impHes either p = 1 or 
hiV^,V^)^0. (2.3.12) 
Hence, (2.3.2), (2.3.8) and (2.3.12) implies the equality case of (2.3.1) holds whenever 
p> 1. 
When j9 = 1, M is a real hypersurface of M. In this case, the characteristic vector 
field J^ is a principal vector field with zero as its principal curvature if and only if 
(2.3.12) holds. 
So, in this case we also have equahty case of (2.3.1) if the characteristic vector field J(, 
is a principal vector field with zero as its principal curvature. From the first condition 
in (2.3.7), we also know that condition (2.3.12) holds if and only if M is minimal in M. 
By applying statement {ii), the converse is easy to verify. 
In the follov/ing section we shall discuss therecent results by V.A.Khan, K.A.Khan 
et.al.[26] which extend the study of warped product C/?-submanifolds of Kaehler man-
ifolds by B.Y.Chen [15] to the setting of nearly Kaehler manifolds. 
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2.4. Warped Product Ci^-Submanifolds and Ci?-Warped 
Product Submanifolds in Nearly Kaehler Manifolds 
Throughout this section, we assume that M is a nearly Kaehler manifold and 
M = N_i Xf Nr is a warped product C/f'-submanifold of M and then wc sluil! study 
the warped product CH-submanifolds of the type Nj XfN± in a nearly Kaehler man-
ifold M. 
The nearl}- Kaehler structure on an almost Hermitian manifold M can be char-
acterized by 
(a) VuV + VvU = 0, (b) QuV + QvU = 0 (2.4.1) 
for each C/, V 6 T{M), where P and Q denotes the tangential and normal components 
ofVJ. 
On the submanifold M of M, by property (^4) of V and Q as mentioned in 
chapter 1, we also have 
VxJX + QxJX = 0 (2.4.2) 
for each X e T{Nr). 
By Corollary 2.2.1, iVj_ is totally geodesic u. M and Nj is totally umbilical in 
M. Thus, if h^ and h denote the second fundamental forms of the immersions of A''T 
in M and in M respectively, then 
h{X,Y) = h'{X,Y) + h{X,Y), (2.4.3) 
h'{X,Y) = -g{X,Y)V{lnf) (2.4.4) 
for each X, Y e T(Nj). 
The Lemma 2.2.1 can be restated as 
VxZ = VzX = {Zlnf)X. (2.4.5) 
Hence, 
g{VxZ,X) = {Zlnf)\\Xf = g{VjxZ,JX). (2.4.6) 
Applying formulae (1.3.2), (2.4.1) and (2.4.2), equation (2.4.6) can be written as 
{Zlnf)\\Xf=g{JZ,h{X,JX)). (2.4.7) 
Replacing X by JX in equation (2.4.7), we get 
Zlnf)\\X\\' = -g{JZ, h{X, JX)). (2.4.8) 
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From equations (2.4.7) and (2.4.8), 
{Zlnf)\\Xf = 0. (2.4.9) 
If M is assumed to be a proper warped product Ci?-submanifold, then Z{lnf) - 0 
i.e., M is simply a Ci?-product. In other words, the theorem of B.Y.Chen [15] is ex-
tended to the setting of nearly Kaehler manifold as 
Theorem 2.4.1 [26]. There does not exist a proper warped product Ci?-submanifold 
Nji Xf Nj in nearly Kaehler manifolds. 
Lemma 2.4.1. Let M be a warped product C/?-submanifold of a nearly Kaehler 
manifold M. Then we have 
(i) gihiX,Y),JZ)^0 
{ii) giVzX, W) = X{ln!)g{Z, W) = g{k{JX, Z), JW), 
for each X,Y e T{NT) and Z,W e T{N^). 
Proof. By equations (1.4.24) and (1.4.25), 
g{A^zX, Y) = g{VxZ, JY) - g{VxZ, Y). 
The first term in the right hand side of the above equation is zero in view of Lemma 
2.2.1. 
Thus, equation reduces to 
g{AFzX,Y)^-g{VxZ,Y). 
The left hand side of the above equation is symmetric in X and Y whereas the right 
hand side is skew symmetric in X and Y . That proves 
g{h{X,Y),JZ)^g{VxZ,Y) = Q. 
The first equality in {ii) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2.2 {ii). 
For the second equality, by Gauss formula, we may write 
g{h{JX,Z),JW) = g{VzJX,JW) 
= g{QzX,JW)+g{VzX,W) 
= g{QzJX,W) + X{lnf)g{Z,W) 
= -g{VzW, JX) + X{lnf)g{Z, W). 
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The first term in the right hand side of the above equation is zero by virtue of (2.2.16) 
and the equation reduces to 
g{h{JX,Z),JW) = {Xlnf)g{Z,W) 
which completes the proof of statement {it). 
Theorem 2.4.2 [26]. Let M be a Ci?-submanifold of a nearly Kaehler manifold M 
with integrable distributions V and V^. Then M is locally a Ci?-warped product if 
and only if 
AjzX - -{JX\)Z (2.4.10) 
for each X eV,Z eV^ and A, a C°°-function on M such that WX = 0 for each 
W eV^. 
Proof. If M is a warped product Ci?-submanifold A^T Xf N±, then on applying 
Lemma 2.4.1, \/e obtain equation (2.4.10). In this case A — Inf. 
Conversely, suppose 
AjzX = -{JXX)Z, 
then 
g{h{X,Y),JZ) = 0 
i.e., h{X, Y) eX for each X, Y eV. 
As V is assumed to be integrable, by (2.2.14), QxY = 0 and therefore by formula 
(1.4.25), 
FVxY = h{X,JY)-fh{X,Y). 
As h{X,Y) e X for each X, Y eV, FU e JV^ for each U e T{M) and / ^ G ^ J. for 
ail ^ G T-^{M), we deduce from the above equation that VxY G V. That means, 
leaves of V are totally geodesic in M. Now, 
g{VzW,X) = g{JVzW,JX) 
= -g{VzW, JX) - g{AjwZ, JX). 
The first term in the right hand side of the above equation vanishes in view of (2.2.16) 
and the second term on making use of (2.4.10) reduces to XX g{Z,\V). That i.s, wi< 
have 
g{VzW,X) = XXg{Z,W). (2.4.11) 
Now, by Gauss formula 
9{h^{Z,W),X)^g{VzW,X), 
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where h-'- denotes the second fundamental form of the immersion of A i^ into M. Using 
(2.4.11), the last equation gives 
g{h'-iZ,W),X} = XXg{Z,W) 
which shows that each leaf N± of V^ is totally umbiUcal in M. Moreover, the fact 
that WX = 0 for all W e V^, implies that the mean curvature vector on A i^ is parallel 
along N± i.e., each leaf of P-^ is an extrinsic sphere in M. Thus, M is locally a warped 
product A^T X/ N_i of a holomorphir suhmanifold A^T and a totally roal submanifold 
A'^ x of M [12]. Here A^T is a leaf of V and Nj_ is a leaf of P-"- and / is a warping 
function. 
Now, we discuss an example showing that proper C/?-warped product submani-
folds A^T X /-/Vi do exist in nearly Kaehlor manifolds. This example was initially given 
by K.Sekigawa [46]. 
EXAMPLE 2.4.1. Let S^ = {y = {y2,yi,y&) G K^ vl + vl + vl = 1} be a unit 
2-sphere and S^ = {z ~ e^/~^, ^ e E} a unit circle. Let ip be the C°°-mapping from 
the product manifold S"^ x S^ into S^ i.e., 
defined as 
= (2/2 cos t)e2 - (2/2 sin t)ez + (2/4 cos 2i)e4 
+ (2/4 sin2^)65 + {y&cost)e& - {y&s\nt)e^ 
for y = (2/2, ^4, ye) € 5^ and z = e^ ^^ ^^  e S\ t E R. 
Then we may easily check that ip gives rise to an isometric immersion from the warped 
product Riemannian manifold 5^ x fS^ into 5^, where / is the warping function on 
5^ which is given by the restriction of the function 
F{y2,y4,ye) = ^{i + 3yl) 
on R3 to 52. 
This is an example of 3-dimensional proper Ci?-warped product submanifolds 
of 5* such that both the holomorphic distribution and totally real distribution are 
integrable. 
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2.5. Generic Warped Product Submanifolds in Kaehler 
Manifolds 
In this section, we study generic warped product submanifolds of a Kaehler man-
ifold M of the form M = Nj Xf N, M = N Xf Nj respectively, where A^T is a 
holomorphic submanifold and N is any real non anti-invariant submanifold of M. 
Now, we have 
Theorem 2.5.1 [28]. There do not exists proper generic warped product submani-
fold M = N Xf NJ of a Kaehler manifold M, where TVj is invariant submanifold and 
A^  is any real non anti-invariant submanifold of M. 
Proof. For any vector field X in T{Nj) and U e T{M) using (2.2.11), we get 
giVxX,U) = -g{WxU,X) 
= -g{VxU,X) 
= -Ulnf \\X\\\ (2.5.1) 
Also, we have 
giVxX.U) = g{JVxX,JU) 
= g{VxJX,JU) 
= -g{VxJU,JX) 
= -g{VxPU, JX) - g{VxFU, JX) 
= -PU Inf g{X, JX) + giApuX, JX) 
= g{h{X,JX),FU). (2.5.2) 
Thus from (2.5.1) and (2.5.2), we get 
g{h{X,JX),FU) = ~Ulnf\\X\\\ (2.5.3) 
Now, replacing X by JX in (2.5.3), we get 
g{h(JX,J^X),FU) = ~Ulnf\\X\f 
-gih(X,JX),FU) = -mnf\\X\[' 
g{h{X,JX),FU) = UlnfWXf. (2.5.4) 
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Thus from (2.5.3) and (2.5.4), we get 
UlnfWXf - 0 
for all U e T{M) which implies that / is constant or X = 0. 
Hence, the theorem is proved. 
If the factors N and Nj are interchanged hi the above results, then we have 
Theorem 2.5.2 [28]. There do not exists proper generic warped submanifold M --
Nj Xf N oi a, Kaehler manifold M, where Nr is a holomorphic submanifold and A^  
is any real non anti-invariant submanifold of M. 
Proof. For any vector fields U, V in T{M) and using the fact that M is Kaehler we 
have 
VuJV = JVuV, 
Therefore, on using (1.4.15) and (1.3.2), we get, 
VuPV + VuFV = J{VuV + h{U, V)). 
Again by using (1.3.2), (1.3.3),(1.4.15) and (1.4.16), we have 
VuPV + h{U, PV) - AFVU + Vj)FV = PVuV + F{VuV) + th{U, V) + fh{U, V). 
Now, comparing tangential part and using (1.4.17), we obtain 
{VuP)V = AFVU + th{U,V). (2.5.5) 
On using (2.2.11), for any vector field X G T{Nj), we get 
{VxP)U = VxPU-PVxU 
= iXlnf)PU-{Xlnf)PU 
= 0. 
Using it in (2.5.5), 
AFUX =-th{X,U)- (2.5.6) 
On the other hand, we have 
{VuP)X = {PXlnf)U - {Xlnf)PU. (2.5.7) 
Also from (2.5.5), we have 
{VuP)X = th{X,U), (2.5.8) 
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Thus, on combining (2.5.7) and (2.5.8), we have 
{PXlnf)U = {Xlnf)PU + th{X, U). (2.5.9) 
From (2.5.6) and (2.5.9), it follows that 
[PX lnf)U - {X lnf)PU = -ApuX. 
Now, taking inner product with PU in above equation 
g{h{X,PU),FU) = XlnfWPUW^. (2.5.10) 
Now, for any U € T{N) and X 6 T(A^T), we have 
g{VpuU,X) = Q, (2.5.11) 
On using the fact that JVpuU = VpuJU in (2.5.11), we get 
0 = g{VpuJU,JX, 
= g{VpuPU, JX) + g{VpuFU, JX) 
= giVpuPU, JX) - g{ApuPU, JX) 
= -giVpuJX, PU) - g{h{PU, JX), FU) 
= -JXlnfWPUf - g{h{JX,PU),FU). 
-gih{JX,PU),FU) = JXlnfWPUf. (2.5.12) 
Replacing X by JX in (2.5.12), we get 
-g{h{X, PU), FU) = XlnfWPUf. (2.5.13) 
Now, (2.5.10) and (2.5.13) implies that 
Xlnf = 0. 
Thus, / is constant or X = 0, which proves the result. 
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CHAPTER 3 
WARPED AND DOUBLY WARPED PRODUCT 
Ci?-SUBMANIFOLDS IN LOCALLY 
CONFORMAL KAEHLER MANIFOLDS 
3.1. Introduction 
Recently B.Y.Chen [15] introduced the notion of warped product C/?-submanifolds 
and CR-warpcd i)roducts of Kaehlcr manifolds that is, a warped product Riemannian 
submanifold of a holomorphic submanifold and a totally real submanifold in a Kaehler 
manifold ([15]). 
In this chapter we pay our attention to such submanifolds in locally conformal 
Kaehler (l.c.K.) manifolds. We study a general inequality for C/?-warped product 
submanifolds in locally conformal Kaehler manifolds and we see that some anti-
holomorphic Ci?-warped product submanifolds satisfying a certain condition in an 
l.c.K. manifold, satisfy the equality and in a proper CR-waiped product which satis-
fies the equality, we see that its holomorphic submanifold in an l.c.K. space form is 
also an l.c.K. space form and its totally real submanifold is a real space form . We 
also discuss doubly warped product Ci?-submanifolds in locally conformal Kaehler 
manifolds. The result which we discuss in this chapter are mainly due to [8], [11], 
[38], [15] etc. 
3.2. Some Basic Results 
In this section we recall some basic definitions and results on locally conformal 
Kaehler manifolds which will be useful in subsequent sections of this chapter. The 
integrability conditions for the distributions V and D-^ on a Ci?-submanifold of a 
locally conformal Kaehler manifold M have been discussed. Also we discuss the par-
allelness of the endomorphism T. 
A Hermitian Manifold M with structure {J, g) is called a locally conformal Kaehler 
(l.c.K. ) manifold if each point a; G M has an open neighborhood U with a diflFeren-
tiable function p : U —>• i? such that g* = c'^^g \u is a Kaehlerian metric that is, 
V*J = 0, where J is the almost complex structure and V*J is the covariant differen-
tiation with respect to g*. 
Then we have 
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Proposition 3.2.1 [30]. A Hermitian manifold M with structure {J,g) is l.c.K. if 
and only if there exists a global 1-form a, called the Lee form, satisfying 
d{a) = 0, (3.2.1) 
{VYJ)X = -gia*,X)JY + g{X, Y)P* + g{JX, Y)a* - g{P*,X)Y (3.2.2) 
for any X,Y E TT{M), where V denotes the covariant differentiation with respect to 
g, a* is the dual vector field of a, the 1-form P is defined by l3{X) - -a{JX), P* 
is the dual vector field of /? and rT(M) means the set of all differentiable vector field 
on M. 
An l.c.K. manifold M is called an l.c.K. space form if it has a constant holomorphic 
sectional curvature c (we write it M{c)) [30]. Then the Riemannian curvature tensor 
R of an l.c.K. space form M{c) with constant holomorphic sectional curvature c is 
given by 
4R{X, Y, Z, W) = c{g{X, W)g{Y, Z)-g{X, Z)g{Y, W)+g{JX, W)giJY, Z)-g{JX, Z) 
g{JY, W) - 2g{JX, Y)g{JZ, W)} + 3{P{X, W)g{Y, Z) - P{X, Z)g{Y, W) + g{X, W) 
P{Y, Z)-g{X, Z)P{Y, W)}-P{X, W)g{JY, Z)+P{X, Z)g{JY, W)-giJX, W)P{Y, Z) 
+ g{JX, Z)P{Y, W) + 2{P{X, Y)g{JZ, W) + g{JX, Y)P{Z, W)} (3.2.3) 
for any X, Y,Z,We rT(M(c)), where P is (0,2)-symmetric tensor and we put 
P{X, Y) = -{Vya)X - a{X)a{y) + ^-\\a\\'g{X, Y) (3.2.4) 
and 
P{X,Y)=^-P{X,JY). (3.2.5) 
Remark 3.2.1. To get (3.2.3), we have to assume that the symmetric (0,2)-tensor 
P is hybrid i.e., 
P{JX, Y) + P{X, JY) = 0 
or equivalently, P is skew-symmetric (0,2)-tensor [30]. 
Remark 3.2.2. If we assume that P is hybrid in a generalized Hopf manifold, then 
the manifold is Kaehlerian one. So, the Riemannian curvature tensor of an l.c.K. 
space form with parallel Lee form is not represented in tensor. 
Now, we have 
Proposition 3.2.2 [35]. On a Cii-submanifold M of an l.c.K. manifold M, we have 
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(i) the distribution V^ is integrable, 
(M) the distribution V is integrable if and only if 
g{h{X, JY) - h{Y, JX) - 2g{JX, Y)a*, JZ) = 0 
for any X,Y eV •d.nd Z e V^. 
For a Ci?-product in an l.c.K. manifold, we have 
Proposition 3.2.3 [35]. A Ci?-submanifold in an l.c.K. manifold M is a Ci?-product 
if and only if the endomorphism T is parallel or equivalently the following oq\iation 
is satisfi(!(i; 
AjzX = -g{p*, X)Z + g{l3*, Z)X - g{a*, Z)JX (3.2.6) 
for any X e X> and Z G V^. 
Remark 3.2.3. In a proper 67^product of an l.c.K. manifold the Lee vector held 
a* is normal to V^ [35]. 
On a Ci?-submanifold M of an l.c.K. manifold M, we know that the following 
relations are known [35], 
g{VuZ,X)=g{JAjzU,X)+g{a*,Z)g{U,X)+g{U,Z)g{a*,X)-g{0*,Z)g{JU,X), 
(3.2.7) 
AjzW = AjwZ + g{P*, Z)W - g{(3*, W)Z (3.2.8) 
and 
ANJX + AJNX = g{P*, N) - gia*, N)JX (3.2.9) 
for any U e rT(M), X e V\ Z, W e V^ and N e u. 
Let {B,gB) and {F,gp) be Riemannian manifolds and V^ and V^ be the Levi-
Civita connections of the Riemannian metrics QB and gp respectively. The Levi-Civita 
connections V of the doubly warped product M is expressed as [8] 
VxY = Vf F - ^gB{X,Y)V^{lnf), ] 
^ \ (3.2.10) 
VxZ = Z{lnf)X + X{lnb)Z J 
for all X, Y tangent to B and Z tangent to F. Here, V^{lnf) denotes the gradient of 
Inf with respect to the metric gp. 
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3.3. Warped Product Ciil-Submanifolds and Ci?-Warped 
Product Submanifolds in l.c.K. Msinifolds 
Let A^T (resp. A^ j_) be a holomorphic (resp. totally real) submanifold in an l.c.K. 
manifold M. We consider a warped product submanifold of the form Mi = N± x f Nj 
with a warping function / ( > 0) e C°°{N±), v.-here C°°{N±) means the set of all 
differentiable functions on A j^.. We call such a submanifold, a warped product CR-
submanifold in an l.c.K. manifold M. 
Next, we consider a Ci?-warped product Ci?-submanifold M2 = Nj XfN± with a 
warping function / ( > 0) e C°°{NT) in an l.c.K. manifold M. We call such a subman-
ifold, a Ci?-warped product. In a Ci?-warped product M2 = Nj x f N± in an l.c.K. 
manifold M, it is easy to show that Nj is totally geodesic in M2 that is , Vx^^ € ^  
for any X,Y eV. 
Now, we have a proposition: 
Proposit ion 3.3.1 [11]. On a warped product Ci?-submanifold Mi = N_i x f Nj of 
an l.c.K. manifold M, the holomorphic submanifold Nj is totally umbilical in M. 
Proof. It is easy to show that N± is totally geodesic in Mi 
that is, VwZ e rT{N±) 
ioT any Z,W erT{Nx). 
This means that 
g{VwZ,X) = 0 (3.3.1) 
for any X G D and Z,W eV^, where we put V = rr(A''T) and V-^ = rT{Nx). 
Using (3.2.2) and (3.3.1), the formulas of Gauss and Weingarten give 
g{h{JX,Z),JW) = g{Z,W)g{a*,X) (3.3.2) 
for any Ji^ : G P and Z,W E V^. 
On the other hand, we know that 
VzX = VxZ^{Zlnf)X (3.3.3) 
for any X G X> and Z eV^ [7]. 
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Now, let h^ (resp. A^) be the second fundamental form (resp. the shape opera-
tor) of A^T in Ml that is, 
Vxy = ^]cY-hh^{X,Y), VxZ=-AlX + VlZ (3.3.4) 
for any X,Y eV and Z G P-*-, where V j F (resp. Vj^Z) means the tangential (resp. 
normal) part of V^^^ (resp. VxZ). 
Then we have from (3.3.3) 
g{h'{X,Y),Z) = 9{AlX,Y) = -{Zlnf)g{X,Y) (3.3.5) 
for any X,Y eV and Z eV^. 
The equation (3.3.5) means 
h''{X,Y) = -{Vlnj)riX,Y) (3.3.6) 
for any X,Y GV, where V/n/ is the gradient of Inf. 
Next, we have 
Theorem 3.3.1 [11]. In a proper warped product C/?-submanifold Mi of an l.c.K. 
manifold M, if the Lee vector field a* is normal to P-'-, then Mi is Ci?-product and 
trivial. 
Proof. Let h be the second fundamental form of Nj in M, that is, 
VxY = VlY + h{X,Y) 
for any X,Y eV. 
Then we have 
h{X,Y) = h^iX,Y) + h{X,Y) (3.3.7) 
for any X,Y eV. 
Using (3.3.5) and (3.3.7), we get 
gCh{X, Y),Z)= g{hJ (X, Y),Z) = -{Zlnf)g{X, Y) (3.3.8) 
for any X,Y eV and Z GV^. 
Since, Nj is holomorphic, using (3.2.2) and (3.3.7), we get 
g{h{X, JY),U) = g{Jh{X, Y),U) + g{JX, Y)g{a*,U) - g{X,Y)g{l3*,U) 
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for any X,Y eV and (/ G 2?-^  0 IT^(Mi). 
From the above equation, wo get 
gChiX, JY), U) = f){h{Y, JX), U) + 2g{JX, Y)g{a*,U) (3.3.9) 
for any X, K G P and t/ e P ^ ® TT^M. 
In (3.3.9), we put Y = JX, then we have 
-g{h{X,X), U) = g{h{JX, JX), U) + 2\\X\\''g{a*, U) (3.3.10) 
for any X,Y eV and U eV^® VT^{M). 
In (3.3.10), if the vector field U is an element of V^ (put it Z), then we have 
-g{h{X, X),Z)= gCh{JX, JX), Z) + 2\\X\\'g{a*, Z) 
for any X G P and Z 6 V^. 
From (3.3.8) anc" the above equation, we have 
Zlnf = g{a*,Z) (3.3.11) 
for any Z G V^ if Mi is proper. 
Now for the Ci?-warped product M2 = Nj Xf N_i,we have 
Proposition 3.3.2 [11]. In a proper C/?-warped product M2 = Nj x f N± in an 
l.c.K. manifold M, the Lee vector field a* is orthogonal to V-^. 
Proof. From (3.2.2), we have 
gih{X, Y), JZ) = g{VxY, JZ) = g{X, Y)g{P*, Z) + g{a*,Z)g{JY, X) 
for any X, K G X> and Z G X>^ . 
Since, the left hand side of the above equation is symmetric with respect to X 
and Y, we get 
g{JX,Y)g{a*,Z)^Q. 
This means 
g{a*,Z) = Q 
for any Z eT>^. 
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Which proves the proposition. 
From the proof of the Proposition 3.3.2, we have 
g{h{X. F) , JZ) = g{AjzX, Y) = g{X, Y)g{f3*,Z) (3.3.12) 
Especially, if the Lee vector field a* is tangent to M^. Then (3.3.12) gives 
gih{V,V),JV^) = {0}. (3.3.13) 
I urther, for any X eV and Z,W eV^ ,wc have from (3.2.2) and (3.3.3) 
g{h{.JX,Z),.fW) g{Vy..]X,JW) = {Xlnf - g{(y*,X))g{Z,W). (3.3.14) 
Next, we consider the case of h{V,V^) C JV^. Then we prove that 
Vj^(JZ) = JVxZ (3.3.15) 
for any X G P and Z e P - \ 
The proof of (3.3.15) is given as follows: 
For any X eV, Z,W eV-^ and u e C, we have 
(0 g{VJcJZ,JW) - g{JVxZ,JW) = g{VxZ,W), 
(n) g{VyZ-JVxZ,0-^-
For (i), we have 
giVJiJZ,JW) = g{VJtJZ,JW) + g{AjzX,JW) 
= g{VxJZ,JW) 
= g{{VxJ)Z, JW) + g{JVxZ, JW). (3.3.16) 
By using (3.3.16), we have 
g{{VxJ)Z,JW)-Q (3.3.17) 
Using (3.3.17) in (3.3.16), we get 
g{V]cJZ, JW) = g{JVxZ, JW) = g{VxZ, W) = g{VxZ, W). 
Similarly, we have (ii). 
Thus from (3.3.3) and (3.3.15), we have 
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Proposition 3.3.3 [11]. In a proper Ci?-warped product M2 = Nj Xf N_i of an 
l.c.K. manifold M, if the second fundamental tensor h satisfies 
then 
V3^(jr>^) C JV^. 
Next, we have 
Proposition 3.3.4 [11]. In a proper Ci?-warped product M2 = Nj Xf Nx of an 
l.c.K. manifold M, 
g(k(X,Z),JW) = 0 
for any X G P and Z,W eV^ if and only if 
JXlnf + g{p*,X) = 0. 
Proof. In (3.3.14), we replace X to JX, then we have 
-g{k{X, Z), JW) = {JXlnf + p(/?#, X))g{Z, W). 
From the above equation, we get the result. 
Next, let h-^ be the second fundamental form of N± in M2, then we can put 
VzW = \/-^W + h^{Z,W) 
for any Z,W E V^, where V^M^ is the V-^ component of V^W. 
By virtue of (3.3.3) and the above equation, we get 
h^{Z,W) = -{'7lnf){Z,W). (3.3.18) 
Thus we have 
Proposition 3.3.5. In a proper Ci?-warped product M2 = A^T X / N± of an l.c.K. 
manifold M, N± is totally umbilical in M. 
Corollary^ 3.3.1. In a proper Ci2-warped product M2 = Nj Xf N^ of an l.c.K. 
manifold M, Nx is totally geodesic in M2 that is, 
if and only if the submanifold M2 is trivial. 
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3.4. Doubly Warped Product Ci?-SubmanifoIds in l.c.K. 
manifolds 
The purpose of this section is to study Ci?-submanifolds M in a locally conformal 
Kaehler manifold M which are doubly warped products of the form M —j Nj XbN±, 
where Nj is a holomorphic submanifold and A''j. is a totally real submanifold in M. 
Here Nj and A'^ i arc both totally umbilical in M. If we denote by h^ and h-^ the 
second fuiidanKMital forms of A'^ i and Nx, respectively in M, then 
h^{X,Y) = Jlgj,^{X,Y)V''-{lnf), 
b-2 
(3.4.1) 
for all X, Y tangent to Nj and Z, W tangent to Nx • 
Lemma 3.4.1 [38]. For a doubly warped product Cy?-submanifold M = / A'^ T XbNx 
in a l.c.K. manifold M, we have 
(1) g{h{X,Y),JZ) ^ -^-g{X,Y)g{JZ,a*) ioTH\\X,YeV, ZGV^, 
(3) g{h{V,V),JV^) = 0, 
whenever the Lee vector field a* is tangent to M. 
Proof. Since M is l.c.K. , we get 
g{h(X, Y), JZ) = g(JY, VxZ) - \g{X, Y)g(JZ, a*) - ^g(X, JY)g(Z, cy*] 
for any vector field X,Y tangent to A^T and Z tangent to A^ x-
Combining with (3.2.10), we obtain 
g{h{X,Y),JZ) = -^g{X,Y)g{JZ,a*)+g{X,JY) (z{lnf) - ^giZ,a*)] 
Now, using the symmetry of h and the definition of the gradient i.e., 
Zilnf) = gr,,(Z,V''Hlnf)). 
We get statements (1) and (2). The last statement is a direct consequence of (1). 
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Next, we have 
Lemma 3.4.2 [38]. For a doubly warped product Ci?-submanifold M ^j Nj x^Nx 
in a l.c.K. manifold M, we have 
g{k{JX,Z),JW) = (^X{lnb) - lg{X,a*)^ g{Z,W) (3.4.2) 
for any X eV and Z,W eV^. 
Proof, Using (3.2.2), we get 
g{h{JX, Z), JW) = giVxZ, W)^g{X, a*)g(Z, W) 
for all X tangent to N'^ and Z, W tangent to N-^. 
Since, M is doubly warped product, from (3.2.10) we get the result. 
3.5. A General Inequality for Warped Product C-R-Submanifolds 
in l.c.K. Manifolds 
In this section, we calculate the length \\h\\ of the second fundamental form h 
of a warped product Ci?-submanifold Mi — N± x f Nj and a Ci?-warped product 
M^ = Nj X f N± of an l.c.K. manifold M under the assumption that the Lee vector 
field a* is tangent to M2. 
Now, we put dim M = 2m, dim Mi = dim M2 = n, dim Nj - 2h and 
dim N± = p {2h + p = n). 
Let {ei,...., eh, e\, ,e;;}, {e2h+u , e„}, {el^^^, , e^} and {e„+p+i,...., e2m} 
be the local orthonormal basis of V, V^, JV^ and v, respectively, where e* = Je, 
for i e {1, 2,..., h} and e^^^^ = Je2h+z for i e {1, 2, ...,p}. 
Remark 3.5.1. It is known that the dimension of the holomorphic submanifold is 
even. 
Now, we have a theorem: 
Theorem 3.5.1 [11]. The length \\h\\ of the second fundamental form h of a non-
trivial proper warped product C/2-submanifold M^ in an l.c.K. manifold M satisfies 
{ n 2/1 ^ 
h Y^ {g(0*,ei)f + pY:{9(P*,e.))'\. (3.5.1) 
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Proof. The length \\h\\ of the second fundamental form h is defined as 
M'= E J2i9{h{e,,e,),er)f. (3.5.2) 
r = n + l J j = l 
The equation (3.5.2) is written as 
n+p n 2m n 
n-\-p n n n 
r = n + l t , j = l ( = 2 n + l t j = l 
n ( 2h 2h n 
= E E C 9 ( M e M e , ) , e ; ) ) V 2 ^ ^ (^(Me.,e,),e;))^ 
l=2h+l Uj = l t = l :?=2/i+l 
n 
+ E (•9(^(e«.ej),e;))' 
t j = 2 / t + l 
Let Ml be a non-trivial proper warped product Ci?-submanifold in an l.c.K. 
manifold M. Then we know that 
Zlnf = g{a*,Z) (3.5.3) 
for any Z e V-^. 
In virtue of (3.2.7) and (3.5.3), we have 
g{hiX, Y), JZ) = gip*, Z)g{X, Y) (3.5.4) 
for any X,Y eV and Z eV^. 
The equation (3.5.4) means 
g{h{e„ej),ei*) = g{(3*,ei)5,j 
for z,jf e {l,....,2h} and I e {2h + l , . . . . ,n}. So, we get 
n 2/i n 
E E i9{h{e,^e,),en? = 2h ^ ^ (^(/^'^.e,))^. (3.5.5) 
i = 2 / i + n j = i i=2 / i+ i 
Next, we have from (3.3.2), 
g{h{X,Z),JW) ^ g{[i*,X)g{Z,W) (3.5.6) 
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for any X eV and Z,W eV^. 
Using (3.5.6), we get 
g{h{e„ej),Jek) ^ g{P*,e,)6jk 
for i E {l,....,2/i} and j,k G {2h+ l , . . . . ,n}. Thui we have 
2/i n 2/i n 2/i 
£ 5 ] ; (5(Me.e,),e.*))2 = 5 ^ Yl {9{0*,e.)S,,y = pY,{g{(^*,e.)r. 
(3.5.7) 
By virtue of (3.5.5) and (3.5.7) 
n 2/i n 
| | / i f > 2 / . 5 ^ (^(/?#,e0)^ + 2pj](5(/?'^,e,))^+ J ^ (^(/^(e^ej.er))^. (3.5.8) 
/=2 / i+ l t = l t j , / = 2 h + l 
Hence proved. 
Remark 3.5.2. The equality in (3.5.1) is satisfied if and only if 
g{h{rT{M),TT{M)),u) = {0} , g{h{V^,V% JV^) = {0}. (3.5.9) 
Next, we have a theorem 
Theorem 3.5.2 [11]. Let Ma = Nj Xf N± be a proper Ci?-warped product in an 
l.c.K. manifold M. If the Lee vector field a* is tangent to M2, the length \\h\\ of the 
second fundamental form h satisfies 
2/1 
\\h\\'> 2pJ2{J^Mf-g{a*,Je,))' (3.5.10) 
1 = 1 
and the equality is satisfied if and only if the second fundamental form h satisfies 
h{V,V) = {0}, h{V^,V^) = {0}, h{V,V^) C JV^. (3.5.11) 
Proof. Let M2 be a proper Ci?-warped product in an l.c.K. manifold M and the Lee 
vector field a* be tangent to Mj. Then by Proposition 3.3.2, the Lee vector field a* 
is in T>. 
On the other hand, we have from Proposition 3.3.2 and (3.3.12) 
g{h{e^,e,),ei*) = g{e,,ej)g{p*,ei) = -6,, g{a*,er) = 0 
for i,j e {l,....,2h} and le {2h-h l,....,n}. 
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This means that, 
g{h{V,V),JV^) = {0}. (3.5.12) 
So, we have 
n f 2h n n 
l l^l l '^ T. yJ2 H {g{h{euej),en)'+ ^ {g{h{e„e,),er)f 
l=2h+l I i = l j = 2 / i + l t , j=2h+l 
2h n n 
»=1 i ,J=2h+l » j , / = 2 h + l 
Next by virtue of (3.3.14), we get 
g{h{ei,ej),ei*) = -{Jeilnf - g{a*,Jei))6ji 
for 2 G {l,....,2/i} and j , / G {2/t + 1, ,n} . So, -'e have 
n 
J2 {9{He,,ej),e:)f ^ {JeMf - 9{P*,ei)fp. (3.5.13) 
j,l=2h+l 
Thus from (3.5.13), we have 
2h n 
| | / i | | ' > 2 X ; { ( ^ e J n / - 5 ( a # , J e , ) ) 2 p } + j ; ] {g{h{e„e,),er))' 
t = i i , j , ;=2h+i 
2/i 
> 2p^{JeJnf-9{a*,Je,))\ (3.5.14) 
Thus we have 
2h 
> 2pY,{JeMf~g{a*,Je,))\ (3.5.15) 
1=1 
Next, let us consider the equality case of (3.5.15). Then we have 
g{h{rT{M),rT{M)),u) = {0}, g{h{V\V'-),JV'-) = {0}. 
By virtue of (3.5.12) and the above relations, we get 
/i(2?,P) = {0}, MP^,2)^) = {0}, h{V,V^)cJV^. (3.5.1G) 
Hence proved. 
From (3.3.18) and (3.5.16), We have 
Theorem 3.5.3J11]. Let M2 = Nj Xj N± be a proper C/2-warped product in an 
I.c.K. manifold M. If we assume inequahty in (3.5.10), we get 
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(i) Nj is totally geodesic in M, 
(a) N± is totally umbilical in M. 
Next, we have 
Theorem 3.5.4 [11]. Let M2 = Nj Xf N_i be an anti-holomorphic Ci?-warped 
product in an l.c.K. manifold M and Lee vector field a* is tangent to Mj. If dim 
N± > 1, then equality in (3.5.10) holds if and only if the totally real submanifold A^ x 
is totally umbilical in M. If dim iVj_ = 1, then M2 is a real hypersurface of M and 
the equality in (3.5.10) holds if the vector field J^ (^ € P-*") is a principal vector field 
with zero principal curvature and then the Lee form a and the warping function / 
satisfies the following relation 
a, = ^ _ (3.5.17) 
where {T},X^, ,.T^''} is a local co-ordinate system on V and a = aid's\ 
Now from [34], we have 
Proposition 3.5.1 [34]. A holomorphic subminaifold M in an l.c.K. manifold M 
such that the Lee vector field a* is tangent to M is an l.c.K. manifold. 
From (3.2.3) and (3.5.11) and the above proposition, we get 
Theorem 3.5.5 [11]. Let M2 = Nj Xj Nx be a proper Ci?-warped product such 
that equality holds in (3.5.10) and Lee vector field a* is tangent to M2 in an l.c.K. 
space form M{c). Then N^ is an l.c.K. space form with constant holomorphic sec-
tional curvature c. 
Theorem 3.5.6 [11]. Let M2 = A^T X / A^J. be a proper Ci?-warped product such 
that equality holds in (3.5.10), in an l.c.K. space form M{c). Then if dim N^ > 2, 
then Nx is a real space form with constant scalar curvature 
^ | c + 4||i/f + 3Q||a||2 + a(yl))|. 
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CHAPTER 4 
WARPED AND DOUBLY WARPED PRODUCT 
CONTACT Ci?-SUBMANIFOLDS IN 
TRANS-SASAKIAN MANIFOLDS 
4.1. Introduction 
In this chapter we study the existence of contact Ci?-warped product submani-
folds in more general setting of trans-Saskian manifold and the non existence of the 
proper doubly warped product contact Ci?-submanifolds. Also we study the semi-
slant submanifolds in trans-Sasakian manifold. 
The study of warped product submanifolds was initiated by R.L.Bishop and 
B.O.Niell [6] with differential geometric point of view and the study of slant im-
mersions was initiated by B.Y.Chen [19]. A.Lotta [33] extended the notion to the 
setting of almost contact metric manifolds. In fact, semi slant submanifolds in almost 
Hermitian manifolds are defined on the lines of CjR-submanifolds. In the setting of 
almost contact metric manifold, semi slant submanifolds are defined and investigated 
by J.L.Cabrerizo et.al.[20]. These submanifolds are studied in further specialized set-
ting of K-contact and Sasakian manifolds by J.L.Cabrerizo et.al.[20]. They obtained 
the integrability conditions of the distributions on these submanifolds and studied 
the geometry of the leaves of these distributions. In [31], V.A.Khan and Meraj Ali 
Khan have extended the study of the semi slant submanifolds to the setting of trans-
Sasakian manifolds. 
After the impulse given by B.Y.Chen [15], [16], the study of warped product CR-
submanifolds in Kaehler manifolds was extensively done only since 2001. After it, an-
other line of research similar to that concerning Sasakian geometry as the odd dimen-
sional version of Kaehlerian geometry was developed, namely warped product contact 
Ci?-submanifolds in Saskian manifolds (cf.,[39], [40]). In [41] the another has proved 
the non-existence of the proper doubly warped product contact C/?-submanifolds in 
trans-Sasakian manifolds. 
4.2. Semi-slant Submanifolds in Trans-Sasakian Manifolds 
The purpose of this section is to study the semi-slant submanifolds in the setting 
of trans-Sasakian manifolds. N.Papaghuic [45] introduced the notion of semi-slant 
submanifold of an almost Hermitian manifold. A semi-slant submanifold is a gener-
alized version of Ci?-submanifold. Recently, J.L.Cabrerizo et.al.[20] gave the contact 
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version of semi-slant submanifold and have found several interesting results in this 
setting. 
First, we discuss some preliminaries of trans-Sasakian manifold. 
Let M be an odd dimensional Riemannian manifold with a Riemannian metric 
g and Riemannian connection V. Then M is said to be an almost contact metric 
manifold [10] if there exist on M, a tensor 0 of the type (1,1), a vector field ^, called 
structure vector field and 77, the dual 1-form of ^ satisfying the following 
(a) <P'X ^-X + rj{X)^, (b) g{X, 0 - v{X), (4.2.1) 
7/(0 = 1, <^ (O = 0, rjc4> = 0, (4.2.2) 
g{<f>X, cl>Y) = g{X, Y) - v{X)v{Y) (4.2.3) 
for any X,Y e T{M). In this case 
g{<t>X,Y) = -g{X,<i>Y) (4.2.4) 
Throughout, all the maps are assumed to be differentiable. The fundamental 2-form 
$ on M is given by 
^X,Y)=g{X,<t>Y). 
Moreover, 
{Vx<t>)Y = a{g{X,Y)i - r/(r)X) + ,i{g{(i^X, Y)i - i,{Y)0X) (4.2.3) 
then M is said to be trans-Sasakian manifold [43], where X and Y are tangential vec-
tor fields on M and a, /? are smooth functions on M. If a (resp. (3) is zero then M 
is called /?-Kenmotsu (resp. a-Sasakian). If a and /? both are zero then the manifold 
M is called Cosymplectic. 
On a trans-Sasakian manifold M, we have 
Vx-e = -oc{(l>X) + P{X - 77(X)0 (4.2.6) 
From (4.2.4) and (1.4.21), it can be easily obtain that for each x e M and X,Y e 
g{TX,Y) =-g{X,TY) (4.2.7) 
and therefore g{T'^X,Y) = g{X,T^Y) which implies that the endomorphism T^ -^ Q 
is self adjoint. Moreover, it can be seen that the eigen value of Q belong to [-1,0] and 
that each non vanishing eigen values of Q Las even multiplicity. 
We have the covariant derivative of T, Q and N as follows: 
iVxT)Y = VxTY - TVxY, (4.2.8) 
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{VxQ)Y ^ VxQY - QVxY, (4.2.9) 
(VxN)Y = VJ(NY-NVxY (4.2.10) 
ior any X,Y eT{M). 
Throughout, the vector field (, is assumed to be tangential to M, for otherwise 
M is simply anti-invariant (cf., [33]). Using (4.2.6) and (1.3.2), we have the following 
(a) Vx^ = -aTX + p{X - r,{X)0, (b) h{X,0 = -(^NX (4.2.11) 
and by using (4.2.5),(1.3.2),(1.3.3),(1.3.4),(1.4.22),(4.2.8) and (4.2.10), we obtain 
{VxT)Y = a{g{X, Y)^ - 7]{Y)X) + ^[g{<^X, Y)i - J]{Y)TX) + A^^yX + th[X, F) , 
(4.2.12) 
(VxAr)y = -pT]{Y)NX - h{X, TY) + nh{X, Y). (4.2.13) 
Now. we discuss some results on the integrability conditions of the distributions 
V and V^ on a semi-slant submanifold of trans-Sasakian manifold. 
We have 
Lomma 4.2.1. Let M be a semi-slant submanifold of a trans-Sasakian manifold M. 
Then 
gilX,YlO=2agiTX,Y) (4.2.14) 
for any X,Y eV® V^. 
As a consequence of Lemma 4.2.1, we have 
Corollary 4.2.1. Let M be a semi-slant submanifold of a trans-Sasakian manifold 
M. Then the distributions V and I> ® I>* are not integrable on M, in general. 
In particular, if M is a /9-Kenmotsu manifold, we have 
Corollary 4.2.2 [31]. The distribution !> 0 I>^ on a semi-slant submanifold of a 
/9-Kenmotsu manifold is integrable. Where as I> is integrable if and only if 
h{X,cl>Y) = h{(l>X,Y) 
for each X,Y eV. 
Proof. For any X, Y eV andV e T^{M)., 
g{Vx<i>Y - VY(f>X, V) = g(hiX, 0y) - h{(l>X, Y), V) 
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which on using equation (4.2.5) and (1.4.32) yields 
g{NP^[X, r ] , K) - 9{h{X, 4>Y) - h{cj>X, Y), V). (4.2.15) 
The corollary follows in view of (4.2.14) and (4.2.15). 
Next, for the semi-slant distribution, we have 
Proposition 4.2.1 [31]. Let M be a semi-slant submanifold of a trans-Sasakian 
manifold M. Then the slant distribution V^ is integrable if and only if slant angle of 
V" is 7r/2 I.e., V" is anti-invariant. 
Proof. For any Z,W e V" by (4.2.14), we have 
If V" is integrable, then T |x,fl= 0 that means 9 = 7r/2. 
Conversely, if sla{V^) = 7r/2 then (j)Z = NZ for each Z in V^ and by equations 
(4.2.5), (1.3.2) and (1.3.3), 
(l)VzW + (j)h{Z, W) = -ANWZ + VJNW - ag{Z, W)^ 
for each Z,W eV^. 
Interchanging W and Z in the above equation and subtracting the obtained 
relation from the same , we get 
(f)[Z, W] = ANZW - ANWZ + V^NW - V^^NZ. (4.2.16) 
Further, by using equations (1.3.2), (1.3.3), (1.3.4), (4.2.4) and (4.2.5), we get 
ANZW = ANWZ (4.2.17) 
for each Z, W inV^. 
Now equation (4.2.16) in view of equations (4.2.14), (4.2.1) and (4.2.17) gives 
[Z,W] = (j){V^NW-ViNZ). (4.2.18) 
The right hand side of the alxm; lies in V" because on using equations (4.2.5), (4.2.7) 
and (1.3.2), we see that 
g{V,V^NZ)^-g{A^vW,Z) 
for all F 6 // and Z,W e V. This shows that 
g{V^NW-Vii^NZ,V) = Q 
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i.e., V-^NW - V^NZ lies in NV^ for each Z, W in V^. 
Thus from equation (4.2.18), 
[Z,W\eV' 
Corollary 4.2.3 [31]. Let M be a semi-slant submanifold of a /?-Kenmotsu manifold 
M. Then the slant distribution V^ is integrable if and only if 
Pi{VzTW - ANWZ - VwTZ + A^zW) - 0 
for all Z, ly 6 X>^  
Proof. By using equations (1.3.2), (1.3.3) and (4.2.5), we have 
g{T[Z, W],X)^ g{VzTW - A^wZ - VwTZ-+ A^zW,X) (4.2.19) 
for any Z,W eV" and X eV. 
The corollary follows by the equations (4.2.14) and (4.2.19). 
By equation (4.2.5), for any Y G T{M) 
{yi<i>)Y = 0 
i.e., V^0r = (j)V^Y. (4.2.20) 
In particular, for X E V, equation (4.2.20) together with equations (1.3.2) and 
(4.2.11) implies that 
V^;^: G V. (4.2.21) 
The above observation together with (4.2.11)(a), yields 
Lemma 4.2.2. Let M be a semi-slant submanifold of a trans-Sasakian manifold M 
then 
[X ,e ]GP and [Z,^]eV' 
for any J^ G P and Z G V^. 
This leads to the following: 
Proposition 4.2.2 [31]. Let M be a semi-slant submanifold of a trans-Sasaiciah 
manifold M. Then 
(i) V® < ^ > is integrable if and only if 
h{X,cj>Y)^h{Y,4>X), 
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(a) X>^ ® < ^ > is integrablc if and only if 
PiiVzTW - ANWZ - VwTZ + ANZW) = 0 
for each X,YinV and Z,W eV^. 
The Nijenhuis tensor field N with respect to T is given by 
NiX, Y) = [TX, TV] + T 2 [ X , Y\ - T[X, TY\ - T[TX, Y] 
ioT all X,Y eT{M). 
In particular, for X eV and Z £ I>^ 
N{X, Z) = {VTXT)Z - {VTZT)X + T{VzT)X - T{VxT)Z. 
Using equation (4.2.12) the above equation becomes 
N{X, Z) = ANZTX + th{TX, Z) - th{TZ, X) - TANZX. (4.2.22) 
Lemma 4.2.3 [31]. Let M be a semi-slant submanifold of a trans-Sasakian manifold 
M. If the distribution V® < ^ > is integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic in 
M, then 
iii) N{V,v^) ev^. 
Proof. By the hypothesis, 
giVxY,Z) = 0 
for any X,Y eV and Z eV^ which gives 
g{(l)VxY,(f>Z)=0. 
On using (4.2.5), (1.3.2) and (1.3.4), we get 
g{h{X,(l)Y),NZ)=Q. 
This proves the statement (z). 
To prove statement (ii), use (4.2.22) to get 
giN{X,Z),Y) = g{ANzTX + th{TX,Z) - th{TZ,X) - TANZX,Y). 
The right hand side of the above equation is zero in view of statement (i) and the 
lemma is proved completely. 
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Corollary 4.2.4. If the invariant distribution P on a semi-slant submanifold M of a 
/5-Kenmotsu is integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic in M, then statement (i) 
and (u) of Lemma 4.2.3 are true. 
Remark 4.2.1. The above corollary is not true for the setting of semi-slant subman-
ifold of a a-Sasakian manifold, as in this case V is not integrable ((;f.,[4j) wlu r^c as D 
is integrable on a semi-slant submanifold of a Kenmotsu manifold if and only if 
h{X,cl>Y) = h{(f>X,Y) <y" 
, ^ ^ ^ -
for each X,Y in P . S^^ 
Lemma 4.2.4 [31]. Let M be a semi-slant submanifold of a 1ii;p,ns-Sasakian manifold 
M. If the slant distribution V^® < ^ > is integrable and its leaves.are totally geodesic 
in iW, then -i-., -
it) h{V,V')efi, 
(M) N{v,v^)ev. 
Proof. Suppose V^® < ^ > is integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic, then for 
any Z,W eV^ and X eV 
g{VzX,ipX)=0. 
Using (4.2.4), (4.2.5), (1.3.2) and (1.3.3) togethei with above equation, we get 
g{h{X,Z),NW) = 0. 
This proves (z). 
To prove (u), on applying formula (4.2.22) and using the statement (z), we got 
gihiX,Z),W) = 0 
for any X G D and Z,W e V^. 
This proves (u). 
4.3. Warped Product Cill-Submanifolds in Trans-Sasakian 
Manifolds 
Throughout this section, it is assumed that M is a trans-Sasakian manifold and 
M = ATj^  xy A '^T be a Warped product C/?-submanifold of a trans-Sasakian manifold 
M [27]. Such submanifolds are always tangent to the structure vector field $,. There 
are two cases; 
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(i) ^ tangent to Nj, 
{i'i) ^ tangent to A^ 'j^ . 
First, we consider ^ tangent to Nj. 
Theorem 4.3.1 [27]. Let M be a {2m + l)-dimensionaI trans-Sasakian manifold . 
Then there do not exist warped product C/?-submanifolds M =^ N±Xf Nj such that 
Nr is an invariant submanifold tangent to $, and A i^ is an anti-invariant submanifold 
of M. 
Proof. Assume M = N^_ Xj Nj is a, warped product Ci?-submanifold of a trans-
Sasakian manifold such that Nj is an invariant submanifold tangent to ^ and Nx is 
an anti-invariant submanifold of M. By Lemma 2.2.2, we have 
VxZ = VzX = {Zlnf)X (4 3 1) 
for any X G T{Nj) and Z e T(A^i). 
In particular, for X = ^, we have 
V^^ = {Zlnf)C (4.3.2) 
Using the structure equation of trans-Sasakian manifold and equations (1.3.2) and 
(4.3.1), it follows that 
-a<f>Z + P{Z-r]{Z)0 = Vz^ = \/z^ + h{Z,0 
-aFZ + (3Z = Vz^ + HZ,0, 
=^ Vz^ = pZ, h{Z,0^-aFZ (4.3.3) 
From equations (4.3.2) and (4.3.3), we conclude that 
Zlnf = 0 
for all Z e T{Nx) i.e., / is constant for all Z G ^(Nj_). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Now, we will discuss the case (M) i.e., ^ tangent to N_i_. 
Theorem 4.3.2 [27]. Lot M be a (2m + l)-dirnensional trans-Sasakian manifold. 
Then there does not exist proper warped product CiJ-submanifold M ^ N_i Xf Nj 
such that NJ is an invariant submanifold and A j^. is an anti-invariant submanifold 
tangent to ^ of M, unless M is /?-Kenmotsu. 
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Proof. Assume M — N± x f Nj is a warped product submanifold of a trans-Sasakian 
manifold such that Nj is an invariant submanifold and Nx is an anti-invariant sub-
manifold tangent to ^ of M. 
In view of Lemma (2.2.2), we have 
VxZ = VzX = {Zlnf)X (4.3.4) 
for any X G T{Nx) and Z e T{Nx). 
In particular, Z = ^, we have 
VxC = {^lnf)X. (4.3.5) 
From (4.2.1), (4.2.2), (4.2.3), (4.2.5), (4.2.6), (1.3.2) and (4.3.5), we get 
{^lnf)X = -a(()X + pX , h{X,0 = 0. (4.3.6) 
Since, X and (f)X are linearly independent, from the above equation we see that 
proper warped product C/?-submanifold of M are possible only if a = 0 and /3 = ^Inf 
and in this case the ambient manifold becomes a Kenmotsu manifold, known as /?-
Kenmotsu. 
This completes the proof. 
4.4. Ci?-Warped Product Submanifolds in Trans-Sasakian 
Manifolds 
In this section, we study Ci?-warped product submanifolds A^ 'T X / Ai • There are 
also two cases which are 
(i) ^ tangent to A x^, 
(a) ^ tangent io Nj. 
We start with the case (z) 
Theorem 4.4.1 [27]. Let M be a {2m + l)-dimensional trans-Sasakian manifold. 
Then there does Qot exist C/?-warped product submanifold M = Nj XfN^ such that 
Nx is an anti-invariant submanifold tangent to ^ and Nj is an invariant submanifold 
ofM. 
Proof. Let M = NjXfNxhea Ci?-warped product submanifold of a trans-Sasakian 
manifold such that A^ ^ i« <iiJ anti-invariant submanifold tangent to (, and Nj is an 
invariant submanifold of M. 
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Let X e T{NT) and ^ e T{NT), then we have 
Vx^---{Xlnf)C. (4.4.1) 
Also, by equation (4.2.6) and (1.3.2), we have 
rv(AX i fi{X - 7/(X)0 - Vx.e - Vx^ + h{X,0, 
Vx.e = - « 0 ^ + PX, h{X, 0 = 0. (4.4.2) 
By equation (4.4.1) and (4.4.2), we get 
{Xlnf)^ = -a<l)X + pX 
^ Xlnf = 0 
for all XeT{Nj). 
This means that / is constant for all X € T{Nj). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Now, we discuss the case (ii) i.e., ^ tangent to Nj. 
Assume that M = A^T X; iV^ be a C/?-warped product submanifold of a trans-
Sasakian manifold such that A^ 'T is an invariant submanifold tangent to ^ and N± is 
an anti-invariant submanifold of M. 
Let Z e T{N±) and <^  € ^(TVT), then 
Vz^ = {^lnf)Z. (4.4.3) 
Also by structure equation and (1.3.2), we have 
-a(f>Z + P{Z - r/(Z)0 = Vz^ = V^^ + HX,^, 
Vz-e = PZ, h{X,^) - -aFZ. {AAA) 
From the equation (4.4.3), (4.4.4), we get 
i^lnf) = P for all Z e T{Nj^) 
In this case warped products do exist with smooth function P € C°°{Nj), which 
is a case similar to Theorem 4.3.2. 
4.5. Totally Umbilical Semi-slant Submanifolds in Trans-
Sasakian Manifolds 
In this section, we study the totally umbilical semi-slant submanifolds in trans-
Sasakian manifolds. We start this section with the definition of totally umbilical 
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suhiJianifold 
Definition 4.5.1. A submanifold M is said to be totally umbilical submanifold if 
its second fundamental form satisfies 
hiX,Y) = g{X,Y)H (4.5.1) 
for all X,Y e T(M), where H is the mean curvature vector. 
First, wo discuss the following preliminary result 
Proposition 4.5.1 [31]. Let Af be a semi-slant submanifold of a trans-Sasakian 
manifold M with h{X,TX) = 0 for each X eV® < i >. li X E V® < ^ > \s 
integrable, then each of its leaves is totally geodesic in M as well as in M. 
As an immediate consequence of the above, we have 
Corollary 4.5.1. Let M be a totally umbihcal semi-slant submanifold of a trans-
Sasakian manifold M. If the X>© < ^ > is integrable, then leaves of V® < ^ > are 
totally geodesic in Mas well as in M. 
Theorem 4.5.1 [31]. Let M be a totally umbilical semi-slant submanifold of a 
trans-Sasakian manifold M with dim P 7^  0, then the mean curvature vector field H 
of M is a global section NV^. 
Proof. Let X 9.V^ bo a unit vector field and V G /i, then 
g{H,V) = g{h{X,X),V) = g{Vx^X,(t>V) = g{h{X,<i>X),<j>V) = 0, 
which proves the assertion. 
Theorem 4.5.2 [31]. Let M be a totally umbilical semi-slant submanifold of a 
trans-Sasakian manifold M with a 7^  0 on M. Then M is an invariant submanifold. 
Proof. By (4.5.1), h{Z,i) = 0 for any Z G X>^  and therefore by (4.2.11)(b), NZ = 0. 
Hence, M is an invariant submanifold. 
Consequently, we have 
Corollary 4.5.2. There does not exist totally umbilical proper semi-slant subman-
ifold of a trans-Sasakian manifold provided a 7^  0 on M. 
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From Theorem 4.5.1 and 4.5.2, it follows that 
Corollary 4.5.3. A totally umbilical semi-slant submanifold of a trans-Sasakian 
manifold M is in fact, totally geodesic in M. 
4.6. Doubly Warped Product Ci?-Submanifolds in Trans-
Sasakian Manifolds 
In this section, wo discuss the non existence of proper doubly warped product 
contact C'/i-subiuauifolds in trans-Sasakian manifolds. 
We have 
Theorem 4.6.1 [41]. There is no proper doubly warped product contact CR-
submanifold in trans-Sasakian manifold. 
Proof. Let M =f Nj Xh N_i he a, doubly warped product contact C/?-submanifold 
in a trans-Sasakian manifold {M,(f),^,r],g), i.e., A '^T is a (j^invariant submanifold and 
A'^ i is a 0-anti-invariant submanifold. 
Since, either ^ G X> or ^ G X>-^ . 
Case 1. ^ eV i.e., ^ is tangent to Nj-
Taking Z G x(A^i), we have 
Vz^ = PZ. 
On the other hand, from (1.4.12), we get 
V^Z = Z{lnf)^ + ^{lnb)Z. 
It follows, since the two distributions are orthogonal, that is 
^{lnb) = p, Z(lnf)=0 (4.6.1) 
for all Z G V-^. 
The second condition yields that / = constant, so we can not have doubly warped 
contact C/Z-submanifolds of the form M =f Nj XbN-^, with ^ tangent to Nj, other 
than warped product contact Ci?-submanifoIds. Moreover, in this case /? is a smooth 
function on A^T-
Case 2. ^ G 2>^ i.e., (, is tangent to N±. 
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Taking X G X{^T), we have Vx«^ = -aPX + 13X in one hand and V^-^ = 
X{lnh)^ + i{lnf)X in the other hand. Since, the two distribution are orthoRonnl, wo 
immediately get 
$,{lnf)X = -aPX + PX , X{lnb) = 0 (4.6.2) 
for all X eV. 
The second condition in (4.6.2) shows that M is a Ci?-warped product between a 
0-anti invariant manifold A j^. tangent to the structure vector field ^ and an invariant 
manifold Nj. 
If dim T> — 0, then M is a <^anti invariant submanifold in M. Otherwise, one 
can choose X ^0 and thus X and PX are linearly independent. 
Using first relation in (4.6.2), one gets a = 0 and /? = ^{Inf). This means that the 
ambient manifold is /?-Kenmotsu with /? € C°°{Nx)-
This ends the proof. 
In 1992, J.C.Marero in [42] showed that a tra/s-Sasakian manifold of dimension > 
5 is either a-Sasakian, /3-Kenmotsu or Cosymplectic. So, we can state 
Corollary 4.6.1. Let M be 
(1) either an a-Sasakian manifold, 
(2) or a /?-Kenmotsu manifold, 
(3) or a Cosymplectic manifold. 
Then there is no proper doubly warped product contact Ci?-submanifolds in M. 
Now, we will discuss an example of warped-product contact Cil-submanifold of 
the type N_i Xf Nj in Kenmotsu manifold, with ^ tangent to N_i 
Example 4.6.1. Consider the complex space C"^  with the usual Kaehler structure 
and real global coordinates {x^,x^, ,a;"*,?/'"). 
L(;t M R Xf C" be the n;ai line R and 6"", where the warping function i.s 
f = e\ z being the global coordinate on R. Then M is a Kenmotsu manifold. 
Consider the distribution 
0 0 0 0 V = span 
Ox^' Oy^' Ox"' dy' 
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and 
^± f d d d \ 
which are integrable and denoted by Nj and A j^, the integral submanifolds, respec-
tvoly. Lot 
and 
m 
2 g^^ = dz' + e'^ J2 idx") 
a=s+l 
be Riemannian metrics on Nj and Nx., respectively. 
Then M = W± XjNj is a contact Ci?-submanifold isometrically immersed in M. 
Here the warping function is / = e^. 
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